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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the experiences of a group of Zulu performers from South Africa
who toured Britain and the United States from 1879 until 1884. It has two aims. First, this
project will demonstrate that some Africans chose to negotiate, influence, and resist the
terms under which they were being exhibited. They did so using a wide range of
methods. Second, although negotiating their labour was an important part of their
experiences, this thesis will demonstrate through the use of specific examples involving
the Zulu troupe, that many African performers had a multitude of encounters,
experiences, and relationships that had little to do with their performances. This thesis
provides a more multifaceted, balanced, and comprehensive narrative of the African
experience of performing in exhibitions than typically offered in the existing literature.
By keeping the African experience at the forefront of analysis and narrative, this thesis
challenges historical assumptions about African performers in exhibitions during the
nineteenth century.
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Introduction
African adventures await at every turn during this edition of the famous circus. From the
remote reaches of the jungle come sixteen authentic Zulu warriors, captivating the
audience with a traditional tribal ceremony. Dressed in native garments and wearing
beaded necklaces and headdresses, they perform a tribal war dance supposedly never
seen outside the African continent prior to the Ringling Bros show. - "Ringling Bros and
Barnum and Bailey Circus Rolls Into Phoenix," Mohave Daily Miner, May 24, 1988.
For a 'first appearance on any stage,' their debut on Tuesday was creditable at all events
to them, their rude acting of scenes of their home life inspiring keen interest among the
spectators. They came on the stage equipped with the shield, knobkerry, assegai, and
other weapons with which the illustrative arts have made the public familiar. Of attire
they none in spite of our climate, but much pains had been taken in the dressing of their
hair and in the disposal of their savage ornaments and head-gear. The first part of their
entertainment was a war dance, a curiously energetic performance... - "Zulus on
Exhibition," London News, July 9, 1879.

In 1988, newspapers across the United States reported on a special attraction at
the 118th edition of "The Greatest Show on Earth" at the Ringling Brother and Barnum
and Bailey Circus. In addition to animals, trapeze artists, and clowns, the show included a
group of sixteen Zulu performers, allegedly "from the remote reaches of the jungle."1
They were from the province of Natal in South Africa, and during their performances
they were "dressed in native garments", wore "beaded necklaces and headdresses", and
performed "a tribal war dance, supposedly never seen outside the African continent prior
to the Ringling Bros. Show."2 Intended to fit with the 'African Safari' and 'Darkest
Africa' theme of the show, many reviewers praised the performers and their act for the
'authenticity' they lent the themes.3 A review in the Chicago Tribune reported that "the
Zulu warriors.. .perform a war dance that gives you an idea of why the Zulus were the

1

"Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Circus Rolls Into Phoenix," Mohave Daily Miner, May 24, 1988.
Ibid.
3
"Circus Still Alive and Well," The Wilmington Star, April 15, 1988; "Zulus Dance, Gators Wrestle,
Baboons Bike at the Circus," Los Angeles Times, July 21, 1988; "Greatest Show on Earth Brings Africa
Into the Ring," The Palm Beach Daily News, November 29, 1989.
2
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most feared foes of the British in their takeover of Africa in the last century.. .It's socially
naughty to say so, but the Zulus' performance makes you regret that the modern concept
of total war has made warriors obsolete." These performances and the reactions they
garnered from the American media suggest the resonance of this kind of performance.
Although they occurred a mere 23 years ago, the reactions to these "authentic" African
performers have a long history.
In fact, more than one hundred years earlier, another Zulu troupe from the same
region, of what was then the British colony of Natal performed a similar act. Billed as
'Farini's Friendly Zulus', the troupe was engaged "to be exhibited, and show the customs
of their country, their habits" and "their style of warfare."6 This group, which would
eventually consist of seventeen men, three women, and at least one child, also toured the
United States in the same circus company. Unlike the more recent troupe, they were
given star billing in a segment of the show called the "Ethnological Congress of Savage
4

"At Last, A Circus with Real Teeth and a Team of Zulu Warriors," Chicago Tribune, October 21, 1988.
Another indication of the legacy of ethnographic shows came in 2005. A zoo in Augsburg, Germany
hosted an 'African Village' event. Featuring artisans, performers, and educational material, the event led to
widespread protest and outcry in Germany and around the world from academic associations like the
European Association of Anthropologists and the Royal Anthropological Institute and activist groups.
Critics claimed the organizers of the event were ignoring the implications this event would have and
charged the organizers with ignoring Germany's colonial past and the legacy of Volkerschau (ethnic
shows) and said the event reflected racism and discrimination. A German of African descent initiated a
lawsuit against the zoo. Event organizers defended the event on the grounds one of the organizers was
'African' (Egyptian). In a report to the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, Prof. Dr. Nina Glick
Schiller, Dr. Data Dea, and Markus Hohne found the "the racialization processes facilitated by the
Augsburg zoo and other zoos are not benign because they can lay the ground work for discrimination,
barriers to social mobility, persecution, and repression." Prof. Dr. Nina Glick, Dr. Data Dea, Markus
Hohne, "African Culture and the Zoo in the 21 st Century: The 'African Village" in the Augsburg Zoo and
Its Wider Implications," Report to the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, July 4 2005, 2. The
majority of 'African' performers, artisans, and participants in the event were German citizens. The report
found these participants expressed their ambivalence about the location of the event. For more on the
'African Village' protest, please see, Charles Hawley, 'African Village' Accused of Putting Humans on
Display," Spiegel Online International, August 6, 2009. Accessed July 25, 2010.
5

http://www.spiegel.de/international/0.1518.359799.00.html; Prof. Dr. Nina Glick Schiller, Dr. Data Dea,
and Markus Hohne, "African Culture and the Zoo in the 21st Century: The "African Village" in the
Augsburg Zoo and Its Wider Implications," Report to the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology,
July 4, 2005, 1-48. Accessed July 27, 2011.
http://www.eth.mpg.de/cms/en/people/d/mhoehne/pdf/zooCulture.pdf
6
"Police," The Times, December 20, 1879.
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and Barbarous Tribes". Prior to their arrival in the United States, the troupe's shows
were the talk of London, where the initial performances of six men coincided with the
final days of the Anglo-Zulu War in 1879.

Research Questions and Project Goals
This project focuses on the experiences of this group of Zulu performers from
South Africa who toured Britain and the United States from 1879 until 1884.7 The troupe
went by the name 'Farini's Friendly Zulus', as they were managed by 'The Great Farini',
a Canadian man whose real name was William Leonard Hunt. This project has two aims.
First, it will explore how this group and other Africans' chose to negotiate, influence, and
resist the terms under which they were being exhibited, demonstrating the diverse range
of tactics used. Second, although these factors were an important part of their
experiences, this thesis will demonstrate that the Zulus had a multitude of encounters,
experiences, and relationships that had little to do with their performances. Analysis will
be centered on the experiences of these men and women. This approach provides a more
comprehensive telling of some of their stories by concentrating on encounters that
occurred outside of their scripted performances. The project's goal is to argue that many
African performers actively and pragmatically contested aspects of their depiction or
7

The first group of six men arrived in London in July of 1879. Their names were Dingando, Posman,
Macubi, Nrsan, Umkekdan, and Usky. The second group arrived in Britain in December of 1879 from
France where they had spent a month performing at the Folies Bergere in Paris. Nomanquansana, Inconda,
Maquasa, Inquala, and Iatoi were more commonly referred to in the press by their English cognomens
Squash, Jim, Sam, Charley, and John. In April of 1880, five performers, whose names were not discovered
in the material reviewed for this project, arrived in London to join the group. In the winter of 1880, three
women, Unolala, Unomdlaza, and Unozendaba joined the troupe.7 Two of the women's names were listed
as Amazulu and Unamadloza when they arrived in the United States in 1881. Unamadloza seems to have
performed with her child. Their performances consisted of "marriage festivities", musical performances
and songs, re-enacting battle scenes, staged fights between two performers with various weapons (most
frequently assegais and knock berries), war dances, and target throwing. While on tour with P.T. Barnum's
circus, some of the men raced against horses in the main ring.

3

treatment. Moreover, by focusing on aspects of their lives that are rarely discussed, it
will show their diverse range of experiences in both Britain and the United States. To
date, there has been little scholarly focus on the methods used by Africans to contest their
treatment or working conditions and aspects of their lives beyond the exhibition. This
project aims to fill this lacuna in the existing scholarship.

Historiographical Review
There is a large body of scholarship that focuses on colonial exhibitions, human
zoos, freak shows, and ethnographic expositions.8 Much of this work asserts that
exhibitions concentrated on the central themes of colonial rhetoric in the context of a
single cultural event and ensured that Africans and other groups became a spectacle for
mass consumption by the European public.9 Furthermore, historian Bernth Lindfors
argues exhibitions figured prominently in the construction of racial iconography and

These works include Richard Altick, The Shows of London (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978);
Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, and Politics (New York: Routledge, 1995);
Burton Benedict et al, The Anthropology of World's Fairs (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983);
Zeynep Celik, Displaying the Orient: Architecture of Islam at 19th Century World's Fairs (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992); Annie Coombes, Reinventing Africa: Museums, Imperial Culture and
Popular Imagination (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994); Raymond Corbey, "Ethnographic
Showcases, 1870 - 1930," Cultural Anthropology 8 (1993): 338-369; Veit Erlmann, " 'Spectatorial Lust':
The African Choir in England, 1891-1893," in Africans on Stage: Studies in Ethnological Show Business,
ed. Bernth Lindfors. (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1999), 107-135; Paul Greenhalgh,
Ephemeral Vistas: The Exposistions Universelles, Great Exhibitions, and World's Fairs 1851- 1937
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988); Bernth Lindfors, "Hottentot, Bushman, Kaffir:
Taxonomic Tendencies in Nineteenth-Century Racial Iconography," Nordic Journal of African Studies 5
(1996): 1-28; Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); John MacKenzie, Propaganda and Empire: The
Manipulation of British Public Opinion, 1880-1960 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984); John
MacKenzie, ed. Imperialism and Popular Culture (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1986).
9
Especially influential in this regard is Raymond Corbey, "Ethnographic Showcases, 1870 - 1930,"
Cultural Anthropology 8 (1993): 338-369.
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stereotypes in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

This project complicates such an

interpretation by re-centring the performers within their own historical trajectory.
By far, the most popular subject of such works is Sarah Baartman, a Khoisan
woman from South Africa.11 Billed as the "Hottentot Venus", she was displayed and
performed in Britain and France during the early nineteenth century. Much of the
academic literature discussing Baartman is highly theoretical. For example, Yvette
Abrahams claims "upon Sara Baartman's body a superstructure of scientific racism was
built which supported the continued enslavement of Africans in the Americas and the
'civilizing mission' in Africa."12 Zine Magubane maintains that this theoretical
fetishization of Baartman has had the result of preventing a serious analysis of the
particularities of issues of race and gender during the nineteenth century. Moreover, she
notes that although most works that discuss Baartman are careful to use terms like
"invented, constructed, and ideological, in practice, they valorize the very ground of

Bernth Lindfors, "Hottentot, Bushman, Kaffir: Taxonomic Tendencies in Nineteenth-Century Racial
Iconography," Nordic Journal of African Studies 5 (1996): 1-28.
11
For more on Baartman, please consult, Yvette Abrahams, "The Great Long National Insult: 'Science',
Sexuality, and the Khoisan in the Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Centuries," Agenda 32 (1997); 34-48;
Yvette Abrahams, "Images of Sara Bartman: Sexuality, Race, and Gender in Early-Nineteenth-Century
Britain", in Nation, Empire, Colony: Historicizing Gender and Race, eds. Ruth R. Pierson and Nupur
Chaudry. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1998), 220-237; Sander Gilman, "Black Bodies, White
Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Race in Late Nineteenth Century Art, Medicine and Literature,"
Critical Inquiry 12 (1985): 204-242; Janelle Hobson, Venus in the Dark: Blackness and Beauty in Popular
Culture (New York: Routledge, 2005); Z.S. Strother, "The Display of the Body Hottentot," in Africans on
Stage: Studies in Ethnological Show Business, edited by Bernth Lindfors. (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1999); Anne Fausto-Sterling, "Gender, Race, and Nation: The Comparative Anatomy of
'Hottentot' Women in Europe, 1815-1817," in Deviant Bodies: Critical Perspectives on Difference in
Science and Popular Culture, ed. Jennifer Terry and Jacqueline Urla. (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1995), 19-A&; Londa Schiebinger, Nature's Body: Gender in the Making of Modern Science (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2004.)
12

Yvette Abrahams, "The Great Long National Insult: 'Science', Sexuality, and the Khoisan in the
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries," Agenda 32 (1997): 45.
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biological essentialism they purport to deconstruct."

Furthermore, historian Sadiah

Qureshi notes that:
The nature of Baartman's story, and the power of the racial and gender
politics invested in its retelling, has led — not surprisingly, and perhaps
inevitably — to modern writers and artists appropriating her as a focal
point for discourses upon race, gender, empire, and specifically Western
representations of black female sexuality.14
Moreover, Qureshi argues that with this scholarship, Baartman has become a postmodern theoretical icon.

She also makes the claim that much of the work done lacks

historical specificity and makes general claims about Baartman's life and times without
conducting primary research.
Clifton Crais and Pamela Scullys' monograph, Sara Baartman and the Hottentot
Venus: A Ghost Story and Biography situates Baartman back within her own historical
trajectory. Through their archival research, Crais and Scully have changed the existing
narrative of Baartman's life. Their work establishes that Baartman was at least ten years
older than typically thought and that Hendrick Cesars, who accompanied Baartman to
London and thought by the British public to be Baartman's master, was a Free Black.
They have also discovered that Baartman was in a relationship and had children prior to
leaving Cape Town. Beyond widening the scope of what we know about her life prior to
her arrival in Europe, these findings have significant implications for the treatment of
issues of agency, autonomy, and race.
Nor have such limited analyses been restricted to Africans who were exhibited. In
her monograph, Authentic Indians: Episodes of Encounter from the Late Nineteenth-

13

Zine Magubane, "Which Bodies Matter? Feminism, Post-Structuralism, Race, and the Curious
Theoretical Journey of the Hottentot Venus," Gender and Society 15 (2001): 817.
14
Sadiah Qureshi, "Displaying Sara Baartman, The 'Hottentot Venus,'" History of Science, 42 (2004): 233.
15
Ibid.
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Century Northwest Coast, Paige Raibmon examines a group of Kwakwaka'wakw men,
women, and children from the Pacific Northwest who performed at the Chicago's World
Fair in 1893. Raibmon contends that although is a there is a body of work that "deals with
important issues of power, representation, and colonialism" it has "left largely
unaddressed the question of what 'being exhibited' in self-congratulatory colonial
spectacles meant for Aboriginal performers".16 Raibmon argues that in Chicago, both
'white' and Aboriginal people were able to exploit ideas and discourses of civilized and
savage to communicate specific messages. Both Canadian and American authorities
believed their displays of residential school attendees would exemplify the success of the
civilizing mission. Those who performed exploited ideas about savagery, authenticity
and Aboriginals through their performance of a controversial 'cannibal dance'. This
performance offered Aboriginals a chance to "defy the Church and government
assimilationist program on an international stage".17 By performing a controversial
'cannibal dance', Raibmon argues that they exploited common assumptions and
stereotypes about 'savage Indians' in order to contest the policies of colonial officials in
British Columbia.18 Although the terms of control of the shows were limited, men,
women, and children from colonized regions were often able to exploit them for
meaningful gains. As Raibmon argues, although the Kwakwaka'wakw had very little
control over "the terms of the colonial discourse in which they were enmeshed, they
worked with what they had".19

Paige Raibmon, Authentic Indians: Episodes of Encounter from the Late Nineteenth-Century Northwest
Coast (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005),48.
17
Ibid., 50.
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid., 4.
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Similarly, Roslyn Poignant's Professional Savages: Captive Lives and Western
Spectacle follows two troupes of Australian Aboriginal performers from their homes in
Australia, to the sideshow circuit in the United States and then on to Europe.20 Her work
attempts to situate the performers within the colonial policies of displacement and
extermination in Australia the late nineteenth century. After their kidnapping by an agent
of P.T. Barnum's, the group went on to perform in the sideshow and circus circuit in the
United States. In 1884, the group travelled to Europe where they attracted the attention of
anthropologists and ethnologists in virtually every capital city. Some of the performers
would not return to their homes in the Aboriginal communities on the Palm Islands. A
performer named Tambo was the first to die during the troupes engagement in the
Ethnological Congress. His embalmed body was put on display at Drew's Dime Museum
in Cleveland and it remained on display there until well into the twentieth century.
Poignant's research found that only three performers out of the nine that left in 1883
might have survived their time in the United States and Europe. The others died of
pulmonary diseases like pneumonia and tuberculosis and are buried in various cities
around Europe.
Poignant is harsher in her assessment of existing works on colonial exhibitions.
She asserts that "nineteenth century indigenous performers continue to be captive in more
recent discourse of the show space."21 Furthermore, she emphasizes:
The narrative thrust of my approach, with its emphasis on the
particular - particular lives and events - developed partly as a reaction
to much of the recent discourse on the display of indigenous
performers in the metropolitan show places and the larger
exhibitionary formations such as world fairs and exhibitions. With a
20

The group would perform alongside the Zulus in PT Barnum's Ethnological Congress.
Roslyn Poignant, Professional Savages: Captive Lives and Western Spectacle (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2004), 8.
21

8

few exceptions, there had hardly been a concern for the recovery of
the actual lives and experiences.22
Her work attempts to trace a narrative of their lives but Poignant claims her work is
"more than the uncovering of a core narrative; it has been about unravelling the
socioeconomic and cultural processes by which Toby, his wife Jenny, and their
companions were reduced to objects and treated as commodities, and real and captive
lives were written out of history."
In her study of 'living ethnological exhibits' of Indian artisans at the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition held in London in 1886, Saloni Mathur shows that perceptions of the
artisans were shaped by "dominant discourse" but more significantly for the purposes of
this study, that "the historical subjects of ethnographic display refused the terms of their
exhibition."24 Moreover, Mathur points out the individuals that travelled to Britain often
had personal motivations, suggesting that "bodies on display have their own biographies,
strategies, journeys, and petitions that refute their inscription as mere ethnic objects."25
Moreover, she points out that "the 'living display' reminds us that anthropological
subjects are also living beings whose movements, desires, motives, and tactics in highly
charged ideological landscapes have never been adequately contained by anthropology's
representational forms".26 Kate Flint points out that ethnographic performance provided
both Europeans and indigenous peoples with a cultural contact zone, asserting that some

23

Ibid., 9.

24

Saloni Mathur, "Living Ethnological Exhibits: The Case of 1886," Cultural Anthropology 15 (2001):
493.
25
Ibid.,494.
26
Ibid., 516
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indigenous performers were often very vocal about their negative observations of
European society.27
Others who have spent considerable effort focusing on the lives of performers
include Nancy J. Parezo and Don D. Fowler, as well as Robert W. Rydell. Parezo and
Fowler note their account of the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition marks the "first
attempt to systematically discover the names, cultural affiliations, and individual and
family stories of these men, women, and children" that travelled to St. Louis to
perform."

Their monograph attempts to address several questions about performers,

including what life was like for the people who were on exhibit, and demonstrates how
certain individuals and groups coped with their times in St. Louis. Through their use of
documentary records, including official files, newspaper reports and correspondence of
fair officials and visitors, they attend to their questions. Their research provides glimpses
of what they call "areas of contention", including contact with fair visitors and fellow
performers, disputes over living conditions, safety issues, food and personal rivalry.29
The study of 'areas of contention' provides a lens into issues of everyday life for
performers as well as coping and adaptive strategies.
Robert Rydell has published several works on World's Fairs in an American
context. Much of this work focuses on African performers. He has also published on the
life of John Tevi, a West African man, who performed in exhibitions and went on to
manage his own troupe of African performers. His work emphasizes the need to modify

Kate Flint. "Counter-Historicism, Contact Zones and Cultural History," Victorian Literature and Culture
27(1999): 508.
28
Nancy J. Parezo and Don D. Fowler, Anthropology Goes to the Fair: The 1904 Louisiana Purchase
Exposition (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2007), 12. Parezo and Fowler note simply locating
participants' names and cultural affiliation took ten years of research.
29
Ibid., 266.
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the analytical categories that are typically used to study African involvement in
exhibitions. He argues:
The story of African shows at world fairs, as much as it is a story of
representation and ideological innovation within burgeoning visions
of American empire, is not quite as seamless as it might appear.
Through their performances, Africans put on display at America's
fairs often rewrote scripts and turned showcases of empire into
theatres of resistance.30
It is against this historical backdrop that this thesis will offer a narrative that
provides a fuller, more balanced, and complicated vision of the African experience while
performing in exhibitions. Although there is scholarship that addresses theoretical issues
concerning the dynamics of the exhibition, as well as issues relating to the colonial gaze
and racial discourse, this thesis aims to keep the African experience to the forefront of the
narrative by focusing on their actions, lives, responses, and reactions.

Theoretical and Methodological Approaches
This work is heavily influenced by the work of historian Frederick Cooper.
Cooper maintains that scholars interested in African history must make deliberate efforts
to widen the scope of the analytical categories they tend to utilize. This is particularly so
for the history of colonial Africa. He asserts:
The binaries of colonizer/colonized, Western/non-Western, and
domination/resistance begin as useful devices for opening up
questions of power but end up constraining the search for precise
ways in which power is deployed and the ways in which power is
engaged, contested, deflected, and appropriated.31

30

Robert W. Rydell, " 'Darkest Africa': African Shows at America's World's Fairs, 1893-1940," in
Africans on Stage: Studies in Ethnological Show Business, ed. Bernth Lindfors. (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1999),136.
31
Frederick Cooper, "Conflict and Connection: Rethinking Colonial African History," American Historical
Review 99 {\994): 1517.
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Furthermore, Cooper argues that "some of the best recent work in African history
discards the categories of resistors and collaborators and starts with the question of how
rural people saw their circumstances, made their choices, and constructed their ideas
about the larger society".32 To this end, he advocates the studies of diasporas, cultural
linkages, and networks that are not limited to a regional focus.33 Cooper, along with Ann
Stoler, furthers this point in the introduction to their edited collection Tensions of Empire:
Colonial Cultures in a Bourgeois World. They argue:
It may be that we have taken the categories of colonial archives organized around specific colonial powers, their territorial units, and
their maps of subject cultures - too literally, and our colonial
historiography has missed much of the dynamics of colonial history,
including the circuits of ideas and people, colonizers and colonized,
within and among empires.34
Cooper also addresses some of the perceived problems of using colonial sources
in projects that aim to re-centre Africans within their own historical trajectory. He
believes that one can never quite get away from a colonial construction of Africa, but one
can engage, challenge, and refashion it. Cooper's appeal that Africanist scholars move
away from the analytical binaries and dichotomies will inform this study. This project
aims to not only to keep the African experience centre-stage, it also seeks to push past the
analytical binaries that Cooper cautions against. This approach is particularly useful in
order to complexify issues relating to this study. In particular, such a framework can aid
in conceptualizing the experiences of Africans who ran and managed their own
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ethnographic troupes at colonial exhibitions and World's Fairs, a topic that will receive
greater attention in first chapter of this project.
The sources used for this chapter present a methodological challenge. While
reviewing the contemporary sources concerning the Zulu state and the Anglo-Zulu War,
historians must remain mindful that some were written as much to impress the reading
public with the perceived inherent violence of the Zulu state, as to make known the
existence of depopulated areas suitable for European settlement and enterprise.35 Some
of the sources used are written records from British newspaper articles that purport to
explain the points of view of Africans who may not have been able to speak English,
resulting in a heavy reliance on translation. The sources can also be unbalanced,
sensationalist journalistic writing. The challenges of using European or colonial sources
while reconstructing African history are well known.36 Like all sources, they must be
subject to a critical analysis. Lynn Schler argues, "colonial sources can provide historians
with a wealth of information about African lives during the colonial period but they must
be read against the grain, filtering out valuable information from the biases and
prejudices of European officials".37 Schler's point speaks to the importance of the kinds
of questions historians must ask in order to make these documents useful. Informed by
Schler's assertion, this chapter seeks to use colonial sources to reveal a much more
complicated account of colonial exhibitions than is typically represented by keeping the
performers at the centre of analysis. While the sources can present a highly problematic
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interpretation of words, these words must be analysed alongside the backdrop of the
actions of the men and women. It is the actions of the men and women studied in this
project- if not their words - that give insight into their motivations and choices.

Historical Context
As this project is concerned with keeping the African experience at the centre of
the narrative, it is crucial to understand issues relating to the historical context of several
issues, namely perceptions of Zulus during the nineteenth century. These perceptions
would shape the interactions and encounters the Zulus would have with British and
American men and women that will be discussed later in this thesis. In the late
nineteenth century, Zulu warriors had captured the popular imagination in Britain,
leading one commenter to note in 1880 "'Zulu' has become almost a household word."38
By the outbreak of the Anglo-Zulu War in January of 1879, Zulus had become
iconographic cliches in British popular culture, frequently represented as savage and
aggressive warriors.39 This conceptualization had been present in British popular media
and government discourse since the mid 1820s and the reign of the Zulu king Shaka Zulu.
During his reign, Zulu identity was spread to many clans that were incorporated into the
Zulu state, which was highly centralized and militarized. This occurred in the context of
political and economic upheaval among Nguni farming societies in the region, ongoing
since the eighteenth century, but especially desperate and violent during the first two
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decades of the nineteenth.40 This period has come to be known as the Mfecane - Zulu for
the "crushing" or "scattering".41 Shaka's death in 1828 at the hands of his two halfbrothers and a general led to a period of "intensive Zulu military and diplomatic
engagements with the British and Afrikaners on the one hand, and inter cine conflicts
between rival aspirants to the Zulu throne on the other."42
British curiosity about the Zulus coincided with efforts to appropriate and
establish settlements in southern Africa during the latter half of the nineteenth century.
The earliest British works on the Zulus in the nineteenth century were written mainly by
travellers and traders. Certainly motivated by economic factors, these works described
Shaka as a cruel tyrant. One noted, "Chaka is one of the most monstrous characters who
ever lived."

Another commented, "history, perhaps, does not furnish an instance of a

more despotic and cruel monster than Chaka."44 Finally, Nathanial Isaacs, a British
adventurer whose works would form the basis of many later works on the Zulus,
described Shaka as "an insatiable exterminating monster."45 As these works suggest,
Shaka obtained an almost mythical status in both British popular culture and historical
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treatments, either demonized for his bloodthirstiness and cruelty or deified for his
military prowess.46
Later in the nineteenth century, travel accounts were replaced by 'studies' of the
Zulu people organized within the academic disciplines of ethnography, history, and
comparative folklore, all of which emphasized the militaristic nature of Zulu society.
Missionary works depicted Zulus as savage and "subject to the tyranny of their kings",
perhaps not surprisingly, "only saved by conversion."47 An exhibit of Zulus in London in
1853 inspired Charles Dickens to publish an essay called "The Noble Savage" in his
magazine Household Words. Inspired by a lecture given by the Zulus' manager prior to
the performance, which was in turn inspired by the works of Nathanial Isaacs, Dickens
wrote:
The noble savage sets a king to reign over him, to whom he submits
his life and limbs without a murmur or question, and whose whole
life is passed chin deep in a lake of blood; but who after killing
incessantly, is in his turn killed by his relations and friends, the
moment a gray hair appears on his head. All the noble savage's wars
with his fellow savages (and he takes no pleasure in anything else) are
wars of extermination - which is the best thing I know of him, and the
most comfortable to my mind when I look at him. He has no moral
feelings of any kind, sort, or description; and his mission may be
summed up as simply diabolical.48
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Dickens essay indicates popular perceptions of Zulus. Colonial officials would soon
echo his words.
Prior to the Anglo-Zulu war, in an effort to convince the British government of
the need to take over the Zulu state, the British High Commissioner, Sir Bartle Frere
wrote that the Zulu king Cetshwayo was turning "every young man in Zululand into
celibate man-destroying gladiators." He also wrote that Ceteshwayo's history "had been
written in characters of blood."49 During the war, the Zulus were portrayed in
contemporary accounts as fierce, savage, and barbarous warriors. Following the line of
Natal's colonial administration, the British press expressed that the Zulu people had to be
freed from the cruelty and despotism of their kings and the legacy of Shaka. Often,
images of Zulu warriors in the illustrated papers were racist caricatures, relying on
stereotypes of savagery. However, the British understanding of the Zulus was more
complicated. Additionally, the war was not popular with all citizens and caused many
heated debates in Parliament about the cost of the war and future administration of the
Zulu state.
British writers also commented favourably on the Zulu's military system and
admired and respected their courage and discipline in battle, especially after the Zulus
won the Battle of Isandhlwana, the first battle of the war.50 Queen Victoria described the
Zulus as "the finest and bravest race in South Africa".51 Many British citizens regarded
the war as un-just and admired "their warrior culture."52 However, regardless of how they
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were portrayed, Zulus were almost immediately associated with warriors. This
understanding of the Zulus led a reviewer to claim that an 1853 exhibition of Zulus in
London "transcends all others we have witnessed of the kind.. .they [the Zulus] form a
concert to whose savagery we cannot attempt to do justice."53 Used to advertise the shows
in 1879 and 1880 in Britain that are studied in this project, this review speaks to the ways
the Zulus entered and remained in British public consciousness - as warriors.
This was also the case in the United States. American perceptions of Zulus
followed a similar trajectory during the nineteenth century. The American press also
heavily covered the Anglo-Zulu War. Obviously, late nineteenth century American
perceptions of Zulus and other Africans were complicated by the existence of the local
African American community and the legacy of slavery. Robert W. Rydell argues that
representations of Africans at exhibitions and World's Fairs in the United States served
"the purpose of ideological repair, serving to hasten the process of national reconciliation
at the expense of people of colour, especially African Americans" and reinforced the
paternal justification of slavery by representing Africans as savage and backward.54 Later
in the century, they aided in lending legitimacy to segregation and American activity in
Africa. But, the African American community had varied perceptions of Zulus. Some
acted as Zulus in exhibitions, a topic that will receive more attention in the first chapter
of this project. Others created "cultural distance between themselves and Africans by
advancing stereotypical images of Zulus."55 Politically engaged individuals often
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portrayed Zulu resistance to the British as the '"greatest revolt against white supremacy'"
and as a "model for diasporic black political activity."56
As argued above, the Anglo-Zulu War strengthened already existing British and
American perceptions of Zulus. Historian Neil Parsons contends that this conflict
brought the Zulu people to the attention of the British public like no other African people
before or since.57

Understanding these perceptions help to comprehend the dynamics of

the interactions the Zulus would have while in Britain and the United States. Equally
significant in shaping the lives of the Zulus was the social, political, and economic
landscape of the Zulu state and Natal in the years prior to the war. While not much is
known about their lives in South Africa, a general overview of this time provides a more
nuanced view of their lives.
During the nineteenth century, the colonial borders of South Africa were shaped
by increasing interest in the land and labour of Africans. European settlement in the
region of Natal began in the 1830s, when substantial numbers of Afrikaners from the
Eastern Cape, increasingly unsatisfied with the economic and social policies of the
British government (chiefly, the abolition of slavery), began to trek into the interior. In
1824, a small group of British traders and hunters settled at Port Natal after receiving
land grants from the Zulu rulers Shaka and Digane. The British annexed the Boer
Republic of Natalia in 1842 and turned it into a separate British colony in 1845. After
annexation, most of the Afrikaner population left for the Transvaal, again due to the
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British prohibition on slavery. Representative government was established in 1856. By
this act, the Department of Native Affairs was exempted from the control of the
legislature and five thousand pounds per year was set-aside for "native purposes."59
The Zulu state, which neighboured Natal, was one of the last independent African
polities in South Africa. Here, many were able to maintain self-sufficient homesteads
under the leadership of indigenous ruling families and many had little reason to work on
white owned homesteads or plantations in neighbouring Natal. However, South Africa
was undergoing immense social, cultural, and political change resulting from the
discovery of diamonds near Kimberly in 1866 and the discovery of gold fields by
Johannesburg in 1873.60 The need for labour on Natal's newly developed sugar
plantations, combined with continual labour shortages in the mineral mines, gradually
shaped British determination to subjugate the independent Zulu state. From 1875, South
African colonial politics were dominated by the attempts launched by Colonial Secretary
Lord Carnarvon to bring about the confederation of the various British colonies in the
region.61 Many regarded an independent Zulu state as a dangerous example for other
African communities in the region.62 In 1875, the Lieutenant Governor, Sir Garnet
Wolseley claimed he did "not believe it possible for the two races to live together on
perfect terms; one or the other must be the dominant power in the state and if the very
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small minority of white men is to be that power, the great majority must be taught not
only to confide in its justice, but to realise and acknowledge its superiority."63
In addition to the confederation efforts of British officials, in the 1870s the Zulu
state was faced with a severe subsistence crisis, compounded by cattle shortage and
pasture degeneration. Moreover, the Zulu population had increased significantly. The
1870s also saw years of drought, with particularly dry seasons in 1878 and 1879. The
king, Cetshwayo, combated persistent destabilizing forces, especially the problem of
divided loyalty among some of his more powerful advisors and chiefs. Moreover,
conflict between Zulu leaders and Africans living in the colony of Natal not only
continued after the British annexation of Natal in 1838, but also was most likely
exacerbated.64 The most notable manifestation of the conflict was the steady immigration
of large numbers of Africans from the Zulu state to Natal. Between 1843 and 1879, there
was a net immigration of Africans with their main origins from the Zulu state. Some of
this migration seems to have been a result of bitterness and violence between the Zulu
kings and their subjects.65
Tension came to a head in December of 1878. Disregarding a report issued by a
boundary commission appointed by the Natal government that rejected a Transvaal claim
to Zulu territory, the high commissioner Frere issued a detailed ultimatum to Cetshwayo.
This ultimatum included disbanding the army and abolishing the Zulu military system.66
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Cetshwayo instead chose to mobilize 30 000 men.

On January 11 of 1879, a British

force with support from 'native units', known as the Natal Native Contingent and made
of Africans, invaded the Zulu state.
The Anglo-Zulu War was particularly brutal. For the British, this was an
unconditional war. For six months, both sides fought pitched battles that involved
thousands of troops on both sides. Neither the British nor the Zulus were in the habit of
taking prisoners. According to the British official estimate, 76 officers and 1007 British
troops were killed in action, 37 officers and 206 men were seriously injured, a further 17
officers and 330 troops died of disease. Throughout 1879, a total of 99 officers and 1286
troops were invalided "from active duty from causes incidental to the campaign" - a
euphemism for battle fatigue and psychological stress.68 Officially, 604 Africans fighting
with the British were killed.69 This number is certainly a underestimation of the actual
number as records relating to the N.C.C., the contingent composed of African soldiers,
were deficient and many British officers recollected they were often not sure how many
men were in their units. Historian Leonard Thompson estimates 604 may have been
killed at one battle alone.70 Zulu losses throughout the war can only be estimated, with
71

some putting the numbers around 10 000 soldiers.

This does not represent the damage

done to the land, villages, and herds of cattle and the deaths of 'non-combatants',
including women and children. Of this, there is no conclusive number tallied. After the
war, the Zulu monarchy was abolished, Cetshwayo was exiled to Cape Town, and the
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Zulu state was divided into thirteen separate territories ruled by those friendly to the
British.
However, the relationship between Zulus and the British should not be reduced to
a colonizer/colonized binary. Relationships and encounters were in fact more
complicated and colourful than this understanding suggests. Again, very little is known
about the experiences of the male and female performers in South Africa. However, they
did come into contact with two key British colonial figures, Sir Theophilus Shepstone
and Frank Colenso, the son of the Bishop of Natal John Colenso, while they were in
Britain. As will be discussed in the following chapters, Shepstone vouched for the
'authenticity' of some of the performers and later served as amicus curia at a hearing in
London. Frank Colenso served as a translator for some of the men during these same
hearings. Shepstone and the elder Colenso played significant roles in shaping
British/Zulu colonial dynamics. Their relationship demonstrates the multiplicity of views
and opinions held by British individuals in South Africa.
No figure dominated Natal politics more than Sir Theophilus Shepstone,
Secretary for Native Affairs from 1844 until 1877. Bishop Colenso was also an
influential figure who would later be attacked as "a bishop sent to convert heathens who
79

was instead converted by them." Initially, Shepstone and Colenso were close friends
and allies, united by a shared concern for the "protection and preservation of African
institutions."73 Through Shepstone, Colenso stayed informed about the inner workings of
colonial politics and as a prominent member of Colenso's congregation, Shepstone
offered Colenso support with his dealings with the Church. However, their close
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friendship would be shattered due to their disagreement about the so-called Langalibalele
Affair.
Prior to his term as Secretary, Shepstone served as a diplomatic agent to various
African groups in Natal and the surrounding regions. In his study of the Anglo-Zulu
War, historian James O. Gump contends that this experience fashioned a paternalistic
temperament, as well as a conviction that he retained an intimate understanding of the
'native mind'.74 Influenced by his belief that Africans should be governed separately
from the rest of the colony, Shepstone formulated a plan to remove all Africans in Natal
to a region south of the colony. This plan was supported by the Lieutenant Governor but
was vetoed by higher authorities. His plans for a system of indirect rule under what was
known as the 'Shepstone System' proved more successful. Defined by a dual legal order,
indirect rule enforced a separate but subordinate state structure for Africans based on
African customary law.75 Led by his belief that "tribal distinctions that obtain among
Africans are highly useful in managing them in detail", Shepstone established a system of
76
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to Shepstone, were responsible for collecting an annual hut tax and supplying the state
with isibhalo (forced) labour for public works.77 Native or customary law entailed the
institutions of lobolo, polygamy, and chiefship was upheld. Shepstone viewed the
maintenance and manipulation of chiefship and other existing forms of social
organization and control as essential to successful administration in the face of strict
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fiscal constraints.

Additionally, Shepstone believed lobolo and polygamy were of

fundamental importance to homestead production, as they were the basis of labour power.
Historian Daphne Golden argues the establishment of locations and the taxation system
was designed to raise revenue, to accelerate social change, and to drive Africans into the
labour market.79 This has been characterized as a process of "grafting colonialism onto
African patriarchy."80
Colenso arrived in Natal in 1855 as the head of the Church of England's mission
to the African population. He published widely on the politics and social customs of the
Zulus. Additionally, alongside his Zulu colleague, William Ngidi, he published the first
Zulu/English dictionary and translated parts of the Bible into Zulu. His work, The
Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua Critically Examined, caused heated public debate in
both South Africa and Britain. In it, he outlined his doubts about the literal truth of the
Bible "which were re-awakened after his Zulu assistant, William Ngidi, questioned the
historical accuracy of the flood."81 Eventually, as a result of this work, and other
controversial publications, the Bishop of Cape Town excommunicated him. By 1874, he
became an outspoken advocate of African causes and was heavily critical of the colonial
administration.
His advocacy and split with Shepstone began in 1874. Langalibalele, the leader of
the Hlubi's, who lived on a large location near Natal's western border, was suspicious of
an order that required all Africans who owned guns to register them with local
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magistrates and did not comply.

The colonial government responded by moving a force

of two hundred colonial volunteers, two hundred British regular soldiers, and five
thousand African levies towards the location. Langalibalele, alongside other Hlubi's, left
the location and moved towards Lesotho and clashed with a force of colonial troops. This
clash led the force that was positioned near the Hlubi location to attack, smoke out the
women, children, and males who sought shelter in caves, and kill the remaining males.
Survivors were marched from the location and were distributed to local farmers as unfree labourers. Langalibalele was brought to trial in January of 1874 at a Special Court
established under customary law, and Shepstone managed the proceedings.
As a result of discussions with Africans at the mission station established at
Bishopstowe as well as accounts from colonists published in Natal's newspapers,
Colenso grew sceptical of the official version of events. This forced him "to reassess the
view he held for so long of the system of native administration in Natal" and his opinion
of his friend, Shepstone.83 Colenso tried to find defence council for Langalibalele but was
not successful until the second day of the trial. The man quit after the presiding
magistrate refused to allow him to meet with Langalibalele. Langalibalele was found
guilty and banished to Robben Island, hardening Colenso's determination to protest the
colonial administration in Natal. Colenso and Shepstone travelled to London in 1874 to
address an inquiry into the trial. Shepstone returned to South Africa with a knighthood
and instructions to advance the confederation of the various colonies in South Africa.
Colenso received a letter from the Queen, congratulating him on his efforts but urging
patience, as "unnecessary protest and agitation would only make it more difficult for the
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British government to bring about reform in Natal." This was the final break with his
former friend, Shepstone. His wife wrote "for many years John has regarded Mr.
Shepstone as the incarnation of justice to the natives, as standing between the typical
colonist and the tribes settled in Natal.. .and now that confidence has given way
altogether!"*5
After the death of the Zulu king Mpande in 1872, Shepstone at first sought to
maintain British authority by working closely with Mpande's successor Cetshwayo. To
this end, Shepstone 'presided' over the royal installation ceremony of Cetshwayo and
routinely supported Zulu land claims against the neighbouring Afrikaner colony of
Transvaal.

Cetshwayo based his foreign policy on this alliance with Natal as a

safeguard against Afrikaner expansion from the Transvaal.87 However, after the British
annexed the Transvaal in 1877, Shepstone sought to gain Afrikaner support by supporting
their claims to a disputed corridor of land between the Zulu state and the Transvaal.
Cetshwayo sent envoys to Colenso, in order to gain support for the upcoming boundary
commission. Colenso suggested the envoys meet with his son, Francis Colenso. Francis
became a diplomatic agent in order to support the Zulu side and acted as Cetshwayo's
advisor for a short time.88 Shepstone continually attempted to persuade the British high
commission that an independent Zulu state represented a serious threat to British rule in
Natal.
During the Anglo-Zulu War, Colenso and his son attempted to put forward the
"Zulu point of view" and countered the colonial administration's account of Zulu history,
84
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culture, and practices. He preached sermons condemning the British invasion and
pronounced Natal's system of native administration to be evil, corrupt, and unjust.
Reportedly, he considered "the Zulu war an outrage on the part of the British, and has no
hesitation in speaking his mind about it.. .he says that the God who requires justice and
mercy is provoked by this cowardly delinquency in duty and base hypocrisy which are
on

the causes of this war." With the support of the Aborigines Protection Society and
through his printing press at the mission station of Bishopstowe, letters to London papers
and APS pamphlets, Colenso continually protested both the war and the post-war
administration of Natal until his death in 1883. After offering his services as a translator
for the group during their court hearings, Frank Colenso would continue to act as an
advocate for Zulu causes. His efforts, alongside his sister Harriette, to pressure the
Colonial Office, befriend influential politicians and to pass information to the
Aborigines' Protection Society to benefit the social, political, and economic standing of
the Zulus are beyond the scope of this project but nonetheless represent a more
complicated vision of South African colonial politics.
Understanding the historical context of British perceptions of Zulus, the AngloZulu War, and the fractured relationship between Shepstone and the Colenso family is
important for several reasons. It demonstrates how the men and women studied in this
thesis were perceived in Britain, of key significance to understanding British reactions to
their behaviour. While not much is known about the Zulu experience in South Africa,
this sections aids in shedding light on their lives before their arrival in Britain.
Additionally, it offers insights into the colonial mindset by presenting the multiplicity of
89

"At Home and Abroad," Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine Volume VI- July to December 1879 (New
York: Frank Leslie's Publishing House, 1879), 304.
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viewpoints held by individuals with a close connection to the Zulus. Finally, this section
provided an overview of the crucible in which complicated conceptions of Africans were
born.

Chapter Breakdown
This project covers several key themes. The first deals with issues of labour. The
first chapter explores how the Zulus and other Africans negotiated, influenced, and
resisted the terms under which they were being exhibited. It also examines the working
conditions of exhibitions and the various entrepreneurial efforts of the men and women
who were exhibited. The second theme concerns issues outside of the exhibition. The
second chapter deals with the social lives of the Zulus in order to interrogate how they
were able to manoeuvre in British and American society. Analysis of these interactions
demonstrate the ways this particular group controlled many aspects of their life, from
consuming alcohol, to interacting with local people, and forming romantic relationships
with local white women. The following discussion of these two themes provides a more
comprehensive understanding of the experiences of the Zulu men and women on both
sides of the Atlantic.
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"They Objected to Being Handed Over and Sold Like Cows": Negotiating,
Influencing, and Resisting the Terms of Exhibition

Introduction
In December of 1879, a Zulu performer named Charley appeared at a hearing at the
Westminster Police Court in London. Charley, a member of a troupe managed by a man
known as the Great Farini, was protesting the terms of his contract to "illustrate the
customs and sports of his country."1 During his testimony, Charley claimed he and the
other Zulu men in his troupe objected to being "handed over" and "sold like cows" by
their manager.2 Together with Charley, several other Zulu men associated with the
'Farini's Friendly Zulus' troupe spent the winter of 1879 and the spring of 1880 agitating
for better terms for their contract with Farini. This attracted much attention from the
British press. One journalist from the Newcastle Courant exclaimed:
These 'friendly Zulus' are becoming a decided nuisance. They
have already monopolized too much of the time of the Westminster
police magistrate, and they threaten to grow even more obtrusive.
The fact is, they have been spoiled by too much good treatment.
What they appear to stand most in need of is six months'
imprisonment with hard labour apiece. A little civilization is emphatically - a dangerous thing.3

Another, from the Daily Telegraph, proclaimed:

1

"Police," The Times, December 29, 1879. Farini, a Canadian, whose real name was William Leonard
Hunt, was a onetime tightrope walker who managed several different performers and acts, including 'Zazal,
the Human Cannonball" and various acts with a connection to Africa prior to the Zulus. These included
"the Black Venus" and the 'Maravian Wild Women". In an 1884 interview, Farini claimed he once had
thirty-three Zulu performers working for him, divided into three troupes and still employed six. He later
exhibited six individuals from the Kalahari Desert billed as the "Earthmen". In the late 1880s, he would
manage a young East Asian girl billed as "Krao the Missing Link". For more on Farini, see Shane
Peacock, The Great Farini: The High-Wire Life of William Hunt (Toronto: Penguin Books, 1995).
2
Ibid.
3
"From our London Correspondent," The Newcastle Courant, May 7, 1880.
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[the men should be] Turned adrift into the streets for the day, and
then taken up for the first misdemeanour they committed and
punished like ordinary criminals. So far they have been enjoying
life vastly, living on the police-court poor-boxes, and successfully
defying their employers' efforts to make them fulfil their
contract.. .London is threatened by an impi of outrageous Zulus,
determined to live here, but equally determined not to work.4

While the British press perceived and described such behaviour as troublesome and
annoying, the actions of the Zulu men are significant indicators that African performers
were able to protest their working conditions while in Britain. Moreover, as Charley's
testimony suggests, ethnographic performers objected to various elements of their
contracts, portrayals, depictions, or performances.
By way of specific examples, this chapter will explore the ways in which the Zulu
performers and other Africans chose to negotiate, influence, and resist the terms under
which they were being exhibited. As outlined earlier, the Zulus in this study were
exhibited in both Britain and the United States. Not surprisingly, efforts to negotiate the
terms of their labour can be found on both sides of the Atlantic. At times, the Zulus used
legal avenues in order to redress their grievances; on other occasions, they used more
informal methods, such as striking or seeking other employment. This chapter will also
focus on the working conditions and wages of individuals who performed in exhibitions
and circuses. It will also explore their entrepreneurial endeavours, hitherto
underexplored in the literature. It will also examine the occasions when Africans and
other groups of people shaped the very nature of exhibitions. By bringing together the
various ways the African performers negotiated the terms of their labour, and redressed
their various grievances, pursued entrepreneurial activities, and shaped the nature of their

Daily Telegraph, January 7, 1880. 'Impi' is an isiZulu word referring to armed men.
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exhibition, this chapter attempts to go beyond discussions in the existing historical
narrative that concentrate on issues surrounding theories of exhibitions, the 'colonial
gaze', and performance. While scholarship dealing with these issues is important and has
helped in a great deal in the way historians understand colonial exhibitions, it often gives
little insight into how performers experienced their daily lives. This chapter suggests that
labour relations, contractual issues, as well as the active contestation of their depiction
and portrayal were central to performers' experiences in both Europe and the United
States.

"The Discontented Zulus": Legal Manoeuvring In London
The case of a group of Zulu men deemed "the Discontented Zulus" by the London
press provides a specific example of how performer's made use of the British legal
system to bring attention to their complaints. In December of 1879, a group of Zulu men
arrived in London. Nomanquansana, Inconda, Maquasa, Inquala, and Iatoi were more
commonly referred to in the press as Squash, Jim, Sam, Charley, and John.5 Prior to their
arrival in London, the men had been engaged at the infamous Paris music hall, the Folies
Bergere, under the direction of W. Culley.6 They refused to work shortly after arriving at

For the purposes of this study, their English cognomens will be used, as they remain consistent in the
sources consulted. Just as the Zulus went by English names in Britain, British citizens also went by Zulu
names in South Africa. For example, Colenso was known as Sobantu or 'Our Father'. Shepstone went by
'Somtseu', 'Great Hunter'.
"Zulus! Zulus! Zulus!," The Era, November 2, 1879. This group may have been the same as the one that
was reported to have arrived in Marseilles in early August of 1879. See "Paris Items," Lloyd's Weekly
Newspaper, August 10, 1879. British newspapers reported the mayor of Paris objected to the
performances. The Zulus received attention and applause from anti-Bonapartists in the crowd, due to the
death of the heir of the Bonaparte claimant to the French crown in the Anglo-Zulu War. The mayor feared
conflict at ensuing shows. See "News from Paris," Daily News, October 31, 1879 ; "Zulus in Paris,"
Birmingham Daily Post, November 20, 1879. Culley was allegedly from Africa and was returning home.
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the Royal Aquarium. Perhaps given the existing popularity of the shows and British
fascination with all things 'Zulu' as discussed in the introduction to this thesis, the British
press covered this story widely. One paper reported that '"the friendly' Zulus imported
for exhibition at the Westminster Aquarium have assumed a decidedly unfriendly attitude
towards Mr. Farini, having gone on strike for higher wages."8 As a result of this work
stoppage, the men were taken to the Westminster Police Court on December 16 in order
to be charged with breaching their contract. Squash apparently was willing to perform,
but the other five men refused and allegedly wanted to "get back to Natal."9 The
performers' main and repeated objection appears to have been the way their contract was
transferred to Farini from Culley, indicating they were not informed or consulted about
the switch in their managers. Moreover, the men claimed they were still owed money
from Culley from their performances in Paris. Additionally, at this hearing, Jim asked for
higher wages. The magistrate advised the performers to "act up to their agreement, which
they seem to have understood, and signed" and warned them they could be sued and
forced to pay damages if they did not return to work.1
Later that day, without Squash, the men returned to the court to speak to the
magistrate. On this occasion, "Charley for the first time spoke good English" and

Built in 1876, 'The Aq', as it was commonly known, had garnered considerable financial losses and its
board of directors decided to switch the types of entertainment available. Rather than featuring concerts and
educational lectures, the entertainment centred on so-called 'human curiosities', many of African or
African American descent. The Aquarium now boasted acts like Millie-Christine, the Two-Headed
Nightingale; a set of conjoined twins born to African American slaves, LaLa, "The Black Venus", and the
"Leopard Boy", purported to be from a lost white African tribe. After the advent of the Anglo-Zulu War,
acts with a connection to Zulus became popular. Farini presented the "Zulu Kaffir Boy" and "Umgame, the
Baby Zulu" in March of 1879. In April, two women advertised as the "Maravian Wild Women" and
purported to be the daughters of a Maravi chief, kidnapped by a war party of Zulus, were featured.
8
"Legal," The Graphic, December 20, 1879.
9
"The Friendly Zulus," The Birmingham Daily Post, December 30, 1879.
10
"The Importation Of Zulus," The Daily News, December 17, 1879.
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"explained that they had not been paid, and preferred to work for another master."11 The
magistrate then arranged for the court to provide them with food and lodging until the
matter could be sorted out. The magistrate also instructed that Frederick William
Chesson, the secretary of the Aborigines Protection Society be contacted.12 Chesson
introduced the performer to John Colenso, the son of the famous Bishop of Natal.
Colenso would serve as their interpreter in the ensuing court hearings.13
The men would return to court and use a pragmatic method to protest their
contract. Later in December, Charley began proceedings to sue Farini for the detention of
their clothing by filing a test summons. After meeting with the performers, Chesson
believed "they would not listen to reason" and during the hearing, he requested the
magistrate "to bring them to reason and let them know that it would be to their advantage
to carry out the contract."14 At the hearing for this case, through their translator, Colenso,
Charley claimed the group objected to being "handed over and sold like cows."15 Charley
denied Squash had explained the contract to the other performers, claiming "they were
asked to make their marks on the paper, and that was all."16 Furthermore, the group

11

Ibid.
The Aborigines Protection Society was a lobby group, founded by abolitionists in 1837, dedicated to
protecting indigenous individuals in the British Empire. Informed by the ideology of the 'civilizing
mission', members of this group believed that the British government had a special duty to protect
indigenous peoples. The APS pressed cases of land and treaty settlements but also attempted to bring the
violation of legal rights of indigenous peoples in overseas colonies and Dominions to the attention of the
British public and the Colonial Office. The APS helped pursue a legal case against the promoters of the
'Savage South Africa' exhibit held in 1899.
13
See the introduction of this project for more information on Colenso and his father, the Bishop of Natal.
14
"Police," The Times, December 20, 1879.
15
"Police," The Times, December 29, 1879; "The Zulus in London," The Penny Illustrated Paper and
Illustrated Times, January 3, 1880; "Summary of This Morning's News," The Pall Mall Gazette, December
29, 1879.
16
"Police," The Times, December 29,1879.
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protested a clause in their contract that attempted to limit their mobility or as one
journalist put it, their ability "to go on the street to do as they liked."17
The barrister representing Farini, who was out of the country, offered the men a
bonus if they returned to work with the existing contract. Charley refused and asked that
a new contract be drawn up. At that moment, the case was adjourned, since Farini was
not in London and his presence was deemed necessary to continue. When the case
resumed in early January of 1880, Sir Theophilus Shepstone, whose role in South African
politics was explored in the introduction to this project, acted as amicus curiae and
"endeavoured to see if they could be brought to terms but without success."18 The
magistrate dismissed the summons, claiming it was a ruse to bring the matter of the
contract to the attention of the court.19 Furthermore, he declared that it "was in their own
interest to remain with Farini; they would find themselves in difficulties without a home
or friends so far away from their native lands."20 As a result of further discussions with
Colenso, the men remained at the Aquarium and returned to work.
While the magistrate ruled it a ruse, Charley's summons against Farini was a
pragmatic method for the performers to express their discontent about the conditions of
their contract. The group was able to use this occasion to not only protest their existing
contract, but also to ask for a new one. As a result of his discussions with the men,
Colenso claimed the group felt "they were under a sort of duress.. .they would not allow
themselves to be bartered from one white man to another."21

Newcastle Courant, December 19, 1879.
"Law," The Times, January 5, 1880.
19
"Law," The Times. January 5, 1880.
20
Ibid.
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"The Friendly Zulus," Birmingham Daily Post, December 29, 1879.
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These cases are significant as they demonstrate that the men protested the nature
of their contract, that some demanded more wages, and they objected to efforts to limit
their mobility and ability to travel in London. Moreover, they did so by using legal
means. The existence of contracts suggests that ethnographic performance was becoming
increasingly formalized.22 The use of contracts between the performers and their
respective managers further suggests some shared interests and relationships. The
complaint about the ways in which their contracts had been switched to Farini indicates
that the men had not been informed of the change in managers, which understandably
unsettled them. To the Zulus, this breached the terms of their original contracts. In this
case, the men did not object to performing or being exhibited. Rather, they sought to
negotiate the terms of their labour. Although the magistrate dismissed their summons,
the tactic of using the legal system to protest conditions of labour would be used again.
John would use the legal system again to complain about his treatment. In late April of
1880, John applied for a summons against Culley "for the non-payment for ten pounds
due to him for his services in Paris and London."23 These cases also demonstrate a
certain amount of knowledge and understanding on the part of the Zulus of the legal
system, and as such here we see knowledge of British law and legal procedures.

Informal Methods of Protest

There are examples of ethnographic troupes successfully demanding special privileges in their contracts,
for example refusing to perform in bad weather and the extra payment of bonuses above their contractual
wages for additional performances. See Pascale Blanchard et al., "Human Zoos- The Greatest Exotic Show
in the West: Introduction," in Human Zoos Science and Spectacle in the Age of Empire, ed. Pascale
Blanchard et al. (Liverpool. Liverpool University Press, 2008), 1-52
23
"Law," The Times, April 30, 1880.
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Yet not all Zulu performers used the British legal system to protest their contract.
Instead, some resorted to more informal tactics. Case in point is a group of Zulu men
who arrived in Britain in April of 1880 with a Captain Williams who "made them over to
Mr. Farini to be exhibited at the Aquarium."24 Williams allegedly "served as a volunteer
at the Cape.. ..and had agreed to give them £3 a month" and while in Natal had obtained
"a written agreement had been drawn up by the Inspector of Police at Natal."25
Reynolds's Newspaper reported that "several of the Zulus have again become rebellious,
and refuse to perform at the Aquarium.. .On Wednesday morning they were sitting
outside the Houses of Parliament, 'on strike'." Another newspaper, the Aberdeen
Weekly Journal, claimed:
The Farini Zulus, who have been performing at the Westminster
Royal Aquarium, have again become rebellious. They refused to
obey the behests of their director, and, instead of going to the
Aquarium, gravitated as if by natural impulse to the Houses of
Parliament. Singing, dancing, flourishing their assegais, the Zulus
refused all overtures, whether or peace or admonition.27

As a result of this 'strike', the group was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct.
Evidently, the men refused to perform and left the Aquarium after receiving payment.
Williams insisted the performers understood their contracts, "knew perfectly well what it
[the agreement] means, and knew the value of the money paid to them."

This hearing

also discloses aspects about the working conditions of the performers. During the
proceedings, it was reported that the performers "went on strike because they thought too

Pall Mall Gazette, April 29, 1880.
"Zulus at Large in Westminster," Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper, May 2, 1880.
"Disaffected Zulus," Reynolds Newspaper, May 2, 1880.
"London Correspondence," Aberdeen Weekly Journal, April 29, 1880.
"Law," The Times, April 29, 1880.
"London Correspondence," Freeman's Journal and Daily Commercial Advertiser, April 29, 1880.
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much dancing was required of them."30 Moreover, through a translator, one of the men
complained "they had too much dancing to do, and it injured their health."31 In addition
to these complaints, in a short statement, a performer indicated the group was afraid they
would not be paid.32 Furthermore, this group also complained about the way their
contract was switched from Williams to Farini. This case was discharged and the men
were told if "they had any complaint, to make it in a proper manner to the magistrate."33
A few days later, this group later applied to the court for public assistance, in "a
wretched state and half dead."34 They had left the Aquarium and allegedly had not been
paid for their performances. Like many other disadvantaged individuals in London, they
had 'slept rough' on some straw in an empty shop the previous night, after being denied
beds at a police station.

The magistrate perceived the men and their claims

unfavourably. One performer, acting as the spokesman for the group, asked to be sent
back to South Africa, according to the terms of their contract.

The magistrate refused

this demand and ruled the group had no grievance; their destitution was through their
own misconduct and began arrangements for their admittance to a workhouse.37 Likely
as a result of the ruling, the men eventually came to terms and continued performing.
Informal methods of protest also occurred in the United States. In April of 1880,
Farini left Britain for the United States with four Zulu men, Dingando, Possoman,
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Mauigibi, and Ousan.

By the end of 1881, eight more performers had arrived in the

United States. Some of these men and women worked for travelling circuses, including
P.T. Barnum's 'Greatest Show on Earth' and W.C. Coup's 'New United Monster
Shows'.40 For those employed by travelling circuses, pronounced forms of employee
resistance were risky because workers had little recourse for airing their grievances.
The practice of 'red-lighting', or stranding performers by throwing them out of a train
without pay or transportation occurred occasionally if a circus was low on funds.

By the

end of the nineteenth century, circus contracts absolved managers of any liability for
employees who were injured or killed during the season. Following these developments,
performer's increasingly chose to express their grievances by using informal means. One
option open to performers was to leave their engagement and seek work elsewhere. This
was a tactic employed by a Zulu troupe performing at a dime museum in Chicago in
1883. The troupe was evidently a popular act as evidenced by reviews of the show

Farini left London due to the dangerous nature of some of his acts. A British Member of Parliament
Edward Jenkins attempted to pass the 'Dangerous Performances Bill' through Parliament in the winter of
1880. The bill was designed to "prevent the exhibition in places of amusement of acrobatic performances
dangerous to life and limb". The bill was not passed before the spring dissolution and therefore died.
Both the Home Secretary's Office and London papers were flooded with letters from the public attacking
'dangerous performances' and some of Farini's planned shows were cancelled at the Royal Aquarium. It
must be noted that the Zulus performance did not come under fire after the end of the Anglo-Zulu War, as
discussed in Chapter One. See Shane Peacock, The Great Farini: The High Wire Life of William Hunt
(Toronto: Penguin Books, 1995), 260-263. Additionally, circus owner and showman P.T. Barnum was
urging Farini to bring his acts, including the Zulus to the United States.
40
By the 1880s when the Zulu entertainers were in the United States, the circus had become a cultural
institution drawing larger crowds than sporting events or visits by elite rulers and monarchs. The rapid
expansion of the railroad ensured large travelling circuses like Barnum's and Coup's came to most cities
and towns in the American Northeast and Midwest. In many cities and towns, the day the circus arrived
would be declared a public holiday. In her monograph, Janet M. Davis notes circuses were "enormous
tented cities that could stretch across ten acres" Janet M. Davis, The Circus Age: Culture and Society
Under the American Big Top (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 3. While not
performing, the performers lived in specially designed sleeping cars. The show began with a parade like
entry of exotic animals and performers into the main tent and approximately twenty to twenty five other
acts followed.
41
Janet M. Davis, The Circus Age: Culture and Society Under the American Big Top (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 80. Unions for circus workers and performers would not be
formed until 1937.
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published in local papers, with one article reporting "the Zulus, with their weird, wild
songs and quaint and warlike actions, although sadly out of their latitude in this cold and
snowy country, are a great feature of the vast collection of the wonders of remote
countries."43 In a matter of weeks, however, the group would leave their employment. A
local paper reported:
The Chicago museum is no more, the Zulu warriors having put on
their war paint and gone on strike for their salaries. It is sad that
these untutored children of nature, that these flat nosed, big lipped
and large eared sons of sunny Africa should have learned the white
man's trick of going on a strike, but such is the fact. This is a pity,
for the show was a good one of its kind, and its genial manager
deserved a better fate. But accidents will happen, and especially
when one has a collection of cranky warriors, hammer-head
sharks, sword-fishes, a baby with a transparent head, and other
wonders. It is understood that the Zulus and the rest of the gang
are looking for open dates.44

This method allowed the Zulus to find other employment.
That this course of action was popular is suggested by the ways exhibitors and
managers sought to control performers' ability to leave shows as they sought to find
better wages and conditions. Reportedly, a group of "managers of museums" met in
Pittsburgh in 1883 "for the purpose of forming a combination that will give them control
of the movement and salaries of all the living curiosities in the country."45 These
managers supposedly believed that "living curiosities have been getting too much of their
money .. .this federation is really a strike on the part of capital against skeletons, fat
women, two-headed girls, armless and legless creatures, midgets, giants, gorillas, Zulus

"Chicago Museum," Daily Globe, February 4, 1883.
"City Globules," Daily Globe, February 21, 1883.
"Show People Organize Against Their Demands," The Daily Evening Bulletin, August 17, 1883.

and such like."46 At this meeting, the managers agreed to set a wage for performers so
the "attractions will have to accept whatever salaries the combinations will agree to pay
them otherwise their charms will remain hidden from the public gaze."47
The ability to use the informal tactic of striking or leaving their current
employment, as well as the success it brought was influenced by where the performers
were working. Although there was not a large African population in Britain, there were
opportunities for the performers to find work elsewhere. Given the popularity of Zulu
shows in Britain at this time, with other shows in London, Aberdeen, Belfast, and
Bridgwater, for example, it seems likely that the Zulu performers could have easily found
employment and perhaps improved wages and treatment with another show.48 Indeed,
during their attempts to address their contractual complaints through the British legal
system, two men indicated they wished to find work in another Zulu show.49 What is
more, throughout the nineteenth century in Britain, individuals of African descent were
commonly employed at places of entertainment, in particular at theatres, music halls,
fairs, and circuses. Michael Pickering's work on minstrel shows in Britain reveals that
troupes consisting of performers of African descent were popular.50 They may have
sought work in other forms of employment not related to performance. Caroline
Bressey's recent study suggests that during the nineteenth century, individuals of African
descent made use of British newspapers to advertise their availability to work in domestic
service, men looking for work as butlers, valets, grooms and coachmen, women searching
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for jobs as maids, cooks, and nurses. 51 But they also found other kinds of employment.
For example, a Zulu performer named Sam apparently worked at a sugar refinery in Paris
after leaving the show.52
The African American population in the United States provided Zulus with
opportunities related to their labour. But, there were also disadvantages. Its existence
most likely ensured that the Zulus might have been able to blend into local communities
if looking for other forms of employment. However, the popularity of Zulu shows meant
that African American men were frequently hired to play the part of Zulu warriors. The
fact that local blacks were also able to perform in these shows undermined the
negotiating power of Zulus and other Africans. It was cheaper and easier to hire local
African Americans and this practice became so common that it was customary to call any
black individual hired to perform as an African a Zulu.53 Furthermore, it became
advantageous for local blacks to seek work as a 'Zulu'. Black circus workers could earn
what was known as a 'Zulu ticket', a credit slip qualifying them for higher wages by
acting as a Zulu. Reviews of travelling circuses indicate the practice of hiring local
African Americans was prevalent. An 1881 article noted of a circus:
two ugly darkies with nothing on but a feather belt and a turban,
were walking around the tent chatting to the members of the band
in good English.. .afterwards they were seen eating peanuts and
enjoying the circus performance. They were nothing more than
razor carrying darkies, and there are plenty of hod-carriers in town
who would make better Zulus".55
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Another article claimed, "the first importation of Zulus, eight in all, were said to be
genuine, but recruits from the ranks of the negroes have swollen the number to almost
limitless proportions." Showman George Middleton, the owner of several dime
museums, related a tale about a 'fake' Zulu in one of his shows:
In the sideshow we had a big negro whom we had fitted up with
rings in his nose, a leopard skin, some assegais, and a large shield
made out of cow's skin. While he was sitting in the side show,
along came two negro women and remarked, 'See that nigger over
there? He ain't no Zulus, that's Bill Jackson. He worked over
here at Camden on the dock. I seen that nigger often.' Poor old
Bill Jackson was as uneasy as if he was sitting on needles, holding
the shield between him and the two negro women.57
W.C. Coup, the owner of one of the travelling circuses where the Zulu troupe performed
noted:
About 1882, a very tall specimen of the African race walked into
an Eastern museum looking for work.. .Knowing that his value as a
negro giant would be but little, the proprietors resolved to
introduce him as a monster from wild Africa. After consulting Rev.
J.G. Woods' Illustrated History of the Uncivilized Races, it was
determined to make a Dahomey of the tall North Carolinian.. .At
all events, long and interesting accounts of the 'snuff-coloured
giant from Dahomey' appeared in most of the dailies, and for
several weeks this Dahomey was the stellar attraction at that
particular dime museum.. .the Dahomey 'joined out' with a side
show, in which, for successive seasons, he posed as a Dahomey
giant, a Maori from New Zealand, and Australian aborigine and a
Kaffir. This man's success was the initiative for a score of other
negroes, who posed as representatives of any foreign races the
side-show proprietor wished to exhibit.
CO

While acting as 'fake Zulus' provided local African American men in the United
States with employment, African Americans that acted in Zulu seemed less likely to
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formally and informally protest their working conditions. Some of the local people
recruited to act as Zulus performed under conditions that pushed the boundaries that even
the Zulu performers were made to confront. For example, an African American named
Thomas Morris performed in both the United States and Europe during the 1880s. His
performances were designed to scare and shock audiences. The New York Times noted:
"He fed on raw meat in the sight of the spectators, and would gnaw and tear furiously at
chickens tossed into his cage, sucking the blood and making a terrible fuss generally, as
was supposed to become an uncivilized Zulu".59 Additionally, sixteen-year-old William
Haggard posed as a Zulu at a venue called Proctor's Pleasure Palace in New York City in
1896. To act the part, he was "attired as a savage" and "sits in a cage and eats raw
meat".60 Although they often performed in less than ideal conditions, the men, women,
and children who travelled from South Africa to Britain and the United States do not
seem to have been compelled or coerced to act in such an extreme fashion. It is clear that
local African American men were portraying an image of the 'authentic' African that was
premised on themes of 'savagery' and 'bestiality'. These cases suggest that while local
African Americans could take advantage of the popularity of Zulu shows in order to find
employment, they also seemed more willing to emphasize and reinforce British and
American notions of an 'authentic', 'savage' Africa.
Thus, cultural perceptions of authenticity played a role in both how audiences
received these shows as well as the willingness of African American men to participate in
them. In their study of the cultural perceptions of Zulus in nineteenth and early twentieth
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century United States, Robert Edgar and Robert Trent Vinson argue that "African
Americans, widely admired by Zulu students as exemplars of black modernity, advanced
divergent and often conflicting images of the Zulu that reflected their own collective
ambivalence about Africa at a time when they struggled for their American citizenship
rights."

African American participation in 'fake' Zulu shows may be viewed as a

reflection of popular conceptions about Africa and 'authentic' Africans.

Shaping the Nature of the Exhibition
On the other hand, some African performers had at times more choice and were
able to influence certain aspects of their exhibition. In fact, there is some evidence to
suggest that Africans could resist European or American direction of their portrayal.
Examinations of photographs of ethnographic performers taken at the 1896 Berlin
Colonial Exhibition demonstrate this resistance. Although some African (and Pacific
Island) performers allowed photographs to be taken of their performances, many objected
to having Felix Von Luschan, an anthropologist working with the show, take individual
photographs. There are also some instances of performers refusing to allow Von Luschan
to photograph them at all. Others insisted on wearing European style clothing, if they
were to be photographed rather than the costumes they wore during their performances.
The reason as to why many performers refused to allow themselves be
photographed in the clothing from their shows may be found in their lives before they
became performers. Many of the performers at this exhibition came from elite groups;
this was particularly the case in regards to the Duala performers from Cameroon and
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Swahili speaking performers from the East Coast of Africa. Performers were often
recruited from social groups that had long-standing economic and political ties to the
colonial government. Historian Andrew Zimmerman has also emphasized this particular
point by demonstrating how the performers refused to wear their stage costumes in
pictures. For Zimmerman, this represents their belief that anthropological photographs
were instead individual portraits and their preference to appear dressed in a manner more
appropriate to their social standing.

The particular case for a Duala man, named

Bismark Bell and also known as Kwelle Ndumbe shows this point. He refused to be
photographed in anything other than black tie dress. Bell was a member of a powerful
ruling family in Cameroon that had close ties to the German colonial government. Bell
"stood in an ambiguous relation to colonial powers: one the one hand, he was subordinate
to the German state; on the other hand, he enjoyed a kind of social authority and power in
his own right."63 For Bell, it was most likely essential to be regarded for what he
perceived himself to be: an authoritative figure and one with ties to German colonial
administration. It may have been important for Bell to be seen in Western style clothing
to demonstrate his social position to both the Germans and the Duala.
Performers could also make clever use of their stage personae, even when
European managers imposed those personae on them.64 A group of Duala men from
Cameroon performed in a show in Germany in 1886. To increase interest in the shows,
their manager advertised one of the performers, the son of a relatively unimportant local
62
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leader from the village of Bonabella, as "King Dido".65 Unaware that this was merely a
show name, Crown Prince Fredrich hosted King Dido and three other performers at the
New Palace in Potsdam, and procured a royal coach to take them back to Berlin. This
meeting angered Chancellor Bismarck and Julius Soden, the governor of Cameroon.
They regarded it as having the potential it had to destabilize colonist efforts in
Cameroon.66 Soden wrote Bismarck that indigenous leaders in Cameroon viewed the
people whom Friedrich had entertained as "damn niggers and slaves" and expressed his
fears that such meetings would undermine German colonists' claims that in comparison
to a "German King or prince" the elites of Cameroon were themselves "nothing but
damned niggers".67 Zimmerman asserts that given the reaction of Soden and Bismarck,
this meeting was perceived as a challenge to German colonial rule in Cameroon.
Moreover, the performers transformed their popular representation of Africa into "a kind
of unauthorized political representation".
What is more, some performers travelled to Europe as authorized political
representatives. In 1896, Herero leader Samuel Meherero sent five men including his son
Friedrich to the Berlin Colonial Exhibition. This group performed in ethnographic
exhibitions but also took the opportunity to discuss political reforms in German South
West Africa with Kaiser Wilhelm.70 Recruitment also often reflected political relations
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in the colony. This is clearly seen in the recruitment of performers from German East
Africa. Here, German recruiters were only successful in finding men willing to come to
Berlin in areas near the coast, where many coastal Swahili traders had good trading and
political relations with the German colonial government.71 German recruiters had a much
harder time finding willing participants that hailed from the interior, with the exception of
the Masai, a group with whom the Germans had a long history of contact with.
Organized resistance was a method used by those being exhibited regardless of
their place of birth. At larger exhibitions, like World's Fairs, many utilized different
strategies to deal with the problems of living in the constant public gaze. In their study of
the 1904 St. Louis Exposition, Nancy J. Parezo and Don D. Fowler assert "native people
managed daily life by using role inversions, pranks, ironic language, poise, authority,
educative speeches directed at officials and fairgoers, defiance, humour and
compassion.. .often they ignored and actively defied rules.. .they staged passive protests,
renegotiated extensively and controlled economic transactions."72 Zine Magubane agrees
that various groups made use of such methods of resistance. She contests that "the refusal
to speak [on the part of the performers] was yet another powerful method of resistance."73
Historian Anne Maxwell relates the following anecdote about a group of African
performers at the Chicago's World's Fair:
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The Dahomeyans soon wearied of being characterized as the
lowest order of humanist and chastised for their 'ugliness' and
their eating habits. One morning visitors arrived at the
Dahomeyan exhibit to be greeted by a placard politely asking them
to refrain from interrogating the villagers about their former habits
of cannibalism, because they found such questions annoying.74
At the 1896 Exhibition in Berlin, the Togolese leader of a troupe continually prevented
anthropologists from measuring and studying the female members in the group by
making excuses. Felix Von Luschan, an anthropologist working at the exhibition,
recollected that the man would evade such attempts by claiming "one day it was too
warm, another too cold; one day the women were unwell, another day they had to bathe;
once they just sat down to eat, another time they were cooking.. ,".75 Other groups of
people also protested their conditions. Faced with poor living and working conditions, a
group of Inuit performers at Chicago hired an attorney in order to protest in a court of
law. Their attempt to sue their commissionaire for not fulfilling the terms of their contract
was, perhaps surprisingly successful.76 These are but a few of the examples that
demonstrate such acts of resistance were commonplace in exhibitions.

Working Conditions
The fact that Zulus and others protested aspects of contracts and issues of labour,
and as a result, shaped some of the terms of their exhibition, suggests that working
conditions were not always ideal. In London, when employed at the Royal Aquarium,
the Zulu men and women performed nearly all day and gave special performances in
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reception rooms twice a day. While engaged at dime museums, the entertainers
generally stayed in attic accommodations above the museum.78 These accommodations
had sleeping cubicles and a common dining room. Some performers endured grueling
schedules and worked long hours as suggested by the men who informally protested their
contract "because they thought too much dancing was required of them."79 At Bunnell's
Museum, the performers may have staged performances six times daily.80 Many
entertainers were given only a small percentage of their earnings and would travel
between museums weekly. If employed by a travelling circus, while not working, the
performers lived in specially designed sleeping cars. While their performances were
generally similar from venue to venue, part of their act in Barnum's 1882 season
01

consisted of racing against horses in the main tent.
It seems most likely that poor living and working conditions influenced
individuals from colonized regions around the world to protest their conditions. Such
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conditions were particularly poor at most American fairs held between 1876 and 1909.82
These sites could often pose public health risks to the performers and spectators alike and
as Robert W. Rydell reminds us "the last great smallpox epidemic of the nineteenth
century had originated on the fairgrounds of the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition."83
Many venues lacked basic sanitation facilities. The Midway Plaisance of 1893 at the
Chicago World's Fair, where African performers walked in a daily parade, infamously
lacked public toilets. The Midway at the 1901 Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo gave
off an extremely foul stench because it was covered in slag produced by local smelters.84
Most African performers worked and lived in constructed 'native villages'. They had
little to no input into how or where these villages were constructed. Moreover, since
African performers often lived at their venue, there was no going 'home' after the
Of

performance had concluded.

As a result, visitors expected to be able to view the

performers at all times. At the 1904 St. Louis Exposition, a group of Mbuti performers
from the Congo complained about American crowds:
Latuna said the white people did nothing but lean on the fence and
ask questions, which they could not understand. 'When a white
man come to our country,' complained Latuna, 'we give them
presents, sometimes of sheep, goats or birds, and divide our
elephant meat with them. The Americans treat us as they do our
pet monkey. They laugh at us and poke their umbrellas into our
faces. They do the same to our monkey'.86
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Other venues also posed serious challenges. Living and working in a travelling
circus could be dangerous. Several of the Zulu entertainers were involved in accidents
during their time on tour with the circus. In the summer of 1880, one of the performers
associated with Barnum's show "accidently hit someone with his assegai."87 The man
recovered and "the person most grieved over the misadventure was the Zulu himself, who
tried to express his contrition in every possible manner."88 In the fall of 18 81, some of the
men were involved in an accident when fireworks exploded in a carriage during the
parade prior to opening night. The explosion caused a fire but as the performers were
dressed in their stage costumes, they were able to escape relatively unharmed.89 Living in
close quarters could often result in altercations. While with the W.C. Coup United
Monster Shows in 1881, two of the performers reportedly "got into a fight" and "one of
the combatants was pretty badly cut on the arm."90 Furthermore, 1881 was reputed to
have an "unusual occurrence of circus calamities" including "several railroad accidents to
circus trains in which performers were killed and maimed."91 Barnum's 1880 route book
suggests such dangers. While travelling through Texas, railway conditions were poor:
These Texas railroads are the only ones we have yet traveled over
where they dispense entirely with rails, and run over the ties. The
sleeping cars lurched to and fro like ships in a storm; and at times
it was impossible to sleep, or even stand up in the aisles with
safety. Four miles an hour was good average time. Every few miles
wrecked cabooses and freight cars could be seen lying in the
ditches.92
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Finally, the danger associated with living in a circus is made clear by a report from 1881,
which claimed that particular year was "a bad season for the employees of
circuses.. .rarely has there been a time when more of them have come to grief."93
In addition to living and working in what were often dangerous and unsanitary
conditions, the Zulus also faced violence from spectators. While on tour with travelling
circuses, the men and women may have been able to find networks of support and
companionship, but they also faced racially motivated violence, prejudice and
intolerance. During the season, circus performers and workers were also the target of
local 'roughs'. On July 7th, 1882, while with Barnum's circus in Lowell, Massachusetts
"several roughs amused themselves in the side show by annoying the Zulus.. .they [the
Zulus] pounced on them and by the aid of detective Cooper cleared them out in
style.. .Cooper was arrested but on explanation released."94 As this entry makes clear,
despite the presence of local police and Pinkerton agents, groups of men would often
gather together when the circus came to town to "posture, throw stones, and pull
punches."95 The evening show and its aftermath were the time for men to fight - after the
women and children had gone home.96 Furthermore, in her study of nineteenth century
travelling circuses, Janet M. Davis argues that in more rural areas, the annual arrival of
the circus became a predictable, ritual stage for violence, an opportunity to 'settle scores'
or vindicate one's manly honour in a public setting.97 As the route book entry makes
clear, at least on one occasion, the performers were the targets of violence.
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Additionally, Charley's experiences demonstrate the complicated nature of race in
nineteenth century United States. In 1881, he found himself the target of abuse at
Bunnell's Museum in New York City. During one of his performances, an actor named
John Toner "began to annoy on the Zulu."98 Toner reportedly called Charley names and
"slapped him on the legs and shoulders."99 In response, Charley struck Toner with a stick
used in the show. As a result, Toner charged Charley with assault on July 9th, 1881.100
Throughout Charley's trial, it was reported that during his visit to Bunnell's, while
supposedly intoxicated, Toner claimed Charley was not an authentic Zulu.101 The
performer then assaulted Toner. Through his interpreter, Charley testified that "Toner
expectorated on the Zulu and dubbed him a 'Thompson-st. nigger."102 The interpreter
continued that this led the Charley to "hit his tormentor on the head."103 When he took
the stand to testify, Toner claimed he visited the museum as an escort to a young lady.
The Zulus evidently frightened his companion and to alleviate her fright, Toner avowed
he told her "they were only Negros from Thompson street."

Toner continued that

when a performer asked what he said, he replied to the performer "his appearance was
not pleasing to the young lady."105 According to the testimony, the performer responded
that he wanted to kick Toner. Toner claimed that he told the performer "that I thought
98
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Zulus could not speak English, and that I thought he was a fraud."106 Toner claimed he
was hit several times in the head with a club, and then was surrounded by a number of
"curiosities who all said that I had called the Zulu names."107 Several other performers
from the Museum testified in support of Charley's actions being in self-defense, but
during the proceedings, Toner's witnesses were able "to prove the assault was an
1 OR

unprovoked one."

As a result of their testimony, the Justice fined Charley $10 and

"required Mr. Bunnell to furnish bonds for their future good behaviour."109 The
unidentified Zulu men who were attacked by local men and Charley's experiences
exemplify that race played an important role in the social dynamics of both the travelling
circus and the dime museum, with the Zulu no doubt subjected to other forms of
prejudice and violence.
Entrepreneurial Activities
No doubt, exhibited Africans were motivated to travel to Europe and the United
States in order to earn sums of money that would not have been as easily procured in
indigenous or colonial markets in South Africa. It is not surprising that, during a hearing
in London in 1880 when the men were addressing their grievances in the British legal
system, as explored earlier in this chapter, their translator indicated "they could not return
without money from the 'white man', or they would be laughed at."110 When Passman, a
member of this previously discussed troupe, was returning to Natal, it was reported that
he was "a saving 'boy', and had besides money, a large number of presents for his father,
106
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mother, chief &c." denoting that he had been able to save money from his wages.111 Not
all exhibited Zulus followed in Passman's footsteps. Although Farini offered to pay for
their expenses to return to Natal, some of the performers stated their wish to find work
elsewhere in London.112 Perhaps they were less resourceful then Passman and needed to
save more money. Additionally, this decision may have been made, as there may have
been too few opportunities to earn decent wages in South Africa. The exact wages earned
by the Zulu troupes was never specified in the material reviewed for this project but a
history of the theatre and circus published in 1882 notes that Charley made one dollar per
day while in New York.113 Other sources reveal that wages for performers at dime
museums ranged widely, from twenty-five dollars a week to five hundred dollars a week
for the most popular performers.

The minimum pay for performers at dime museums

was "roughly four times the minimum for a female servant girl in a big city."115 A group
of Australian Aboriginal performers billed as "P.T. Barnum's Last Sensation", who was
employed at Barnum's circus at the same time as one of the Zulu troupes apparently
earned three hundred dollars a week divided between eleven performers.116 A group of
West African performers at the 1893 Chicago's World's Fair received around thirty
dollars a month, while their manager Xaivier Pene, earned ninety thousand dollars for the
concessionaire.
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Individuals in shows were often able to earn money in other ways; they also
clearly intended to exploit opportunities to make extra money. Although, as highlighted
above, many performers balked at the idea of having their picture taken in 'authentic'
dress, many ethnographic performers had their photograph taken by anthropologists. The
exchange of these photographs formed a significant component of a "transnational
1 1 Q

network of exchange of new anthropological knowledge."

However, often performers

were often able to keep all or some of the proceeds from the booklets and the
photographs designed to accompany their shows that were sold to the public. There exists
several photographs of the Zulu performers. Unfortunately, it is unknown if they
participated in the common practice of selling these photos. At larger exhibitions,
particularly ones that featured artisans, performers were able to sell art products to the
visiting public.119 For some, performing in exhibitions was part of a family legacy. This
is indicated from the fact that many of the Senegalese performers who appeared in the
"Village negre" in France in 1889 were rehired for later exhibitions elsewhere in Europe.
Their children and grandchild appeared in 'native villages' in the 1920s and 1930s, which
suggests that this type of performance had evolved into a "family business with contacts
and trade secrets."120 Some performers developed other innovative strategies to make
money in other ways while performing. The famous Apache leader Goyathlay, most
commonly known as Geronimo, noted this of his experiences at the 1904 St. Louis
Exposition:
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I sold my photograph for twenty-five cents and was allowed to
keep ten cents of this to myself. I also wrote my name for ten,
fifteen, or twenty-five cents, as the case may be, and kept all of
that money. I often made as much as two dollars a day, and when I
returned [to Oklahoma] I had plenty of money - more than I had
ever owned before.121

Additionally, he refused to wear anything but European attire and would cut off and sell
his coat buttons to audience members looking for a souvenir, sewing buttons back on
later that night. As the case of Geronimo suggests, men, women, and children were
often quite entrepreneurial and exploited various opportunities to make money.
Further complicating the typical scholarly treatment of colonial exhibitions, there
are also examples of individuals from Africa establishing their own ethnographic troupes.
John Tevi organized the Dahomey Village show at the 1893 Chicago World Fair as well
as the Darkest Africa exhibit at the 1901 World's Fair. Born in West Central Africa, he
travelled to Britain in the early 1880s. He returned to West Africa and the Congo in order
to find recruits to perform at the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago. Tevi would travel back
to Africa on two more occasions. He assembled another troupe of performers for the
1894 San Francisco Fair, and the 1895 Atlanta fair. He also recruited Africans to travel
Buffalo for the 1901 Pan-American Exposition. Tevi wrote a pamphlet, entitled A Tour
Around the World and the Adventures of Dahomey [sic] Village, published in 1912.
This volume has been characterized by Robert W. Rydell as "a record of a
transnational life that few of Tevi's European or American contemporaries could have
imagined."122 There are quite likely a variety of motives and overlapping factors that led
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Tevi to manage ethnographic performers.123 First and perhaps the most significant
reason was that Tevi was an entrepreneur. While there are no precise indications of his
earnings, he certainly made more money in his career in ethnographic performance than
he would have earned as an indigenous labourer.124 Given the levels of violence and
warfare that accompanied colonial encroachment in French West Africa and the Congo,
Tevi may have chosen the life as a ethnographic manager as a chance to escape an
environment of conflict.125 He may have also wanted to learn more about American and
European society - indeed, few Americans or Europeans could boast as being as well
travelled as Tevi.126 Finally there is the likely chance that Tevi may have viewed
performance and the rituals associated with it, such as carving masks and other objects, as
a way to educate Western audiences about West Africa.127
There were also several successful African managers of ethnographic troupes in
Europe. Somali Hersi Ergeh Goresh managed a troupe in Germany for a number of years.
J.C. Nayo Bruce was born in Togo, directed a troupe for over twenty years, travelling
from nation to nation regularly and changing its name and act. Bruce came to Germany
with his nephew Samuel Gabba who trained as a shoemaker in Berlin. He was apparently
fluent in German and indicated he preferred to conduct the interview in English, since he
spoke English better than German.128 Bruce appears to have been motivated to join an
ethnographic troupe in order to visit his daughter, who was studying in Europe. When
asked if he and the other performers were frightened during their journey by ship to
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Europe, Bruce replied that "they live near the water and are decent mariners
themselves."129 According to the interview, Bruce claimed he and the group were not
homesick and were eager to remain in Germany as long as possible in order to improve
the skills of their trade.130
The interview also indicated Bruce's opinion about colonial politics. He
apparently "approved of the German justice system because the Germans, like the British,
were very just people unlike French justices who were too lazy to investigate disputes
and had no scruples from shooting 'Blacks' for minor offenses."131 He was more critical
in his view of other colonial policies, complaining that unlike individuals in British ruled
colonies, Africans in German colonies were not allowed to attend university. When the
interviewer told Bruce that university studies were long and difficult, Bruce replied "that
he did not care because his nephew had studied in England, received a bachelor's degree
and would return as a lawyer."132 Furthermore, in the interview, Bruce mentioned
atrocities committed by European hunters and travellers and recommended a new
governor. These cases of Africans running ethnographic troupes further complicate the
typical historical treatment of exhibitions. Further work is needed on the topic of African
managers like Tevi and Bruce as it could result in fruitful findings involving issues of the
motivations and autonomy of Africans, as well colonial connections and networks and
finally. It would also provide insight into relationships between Africans and Europeans.
These cases also further the point that treatments of exhibitions need to push past
analytical barriers that rely on a colonizer/colonizer binary.
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Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the ways the Zulus and other Africans objected to
various elements of their contracts, portrayals, depictions, or performances. These
examples show that they quite often attempted to negotiate the term of their labour by
several different methods. Moreover, many Africans also resisted the terms under which
they were being exhibited. Through the use of particular examples, this chapter showed
that labour relations, contractual issues, as well as the active contestation of their
depiction and portrayal were central to the performers' experiences in both Europe and
the United States. The Zulus also had a rich and diverse range of experiences on both
sides of the Atlantic that were not related to their labour or exhibition. To date, the body
of scholarship concerning the lives of African performers outside the exhibit is relatively
small. However, as the next chapter of this thesis will demonstrate exhibited Zulus made
efforts to control aspects of their lives outside of the exhibition.
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A "Lost Zulu", An "Extraordinary Marriage", and "The First American Zulu Born
Into Captivity": Lives Beyond the Exhibit

Introduction
In addition to the attempts made by exhibited Africans to negotiate the terms of
their labour as described in the previous chapter, many also made efforts to control life
outside their exhibition and performance. In fact, the group studied in this project had a
diverse range of experiences, from socializing with black and white men and women on
both sides of the Atlantic, to forming relationships with local women. The men and
women spent at least four years living and working in Britain and the United States.
Outside of their performances and exhibition, they travelled through Britain and the
United States and interacted with local people, presumably outside of the scripted
personas created for their show. This chapter explores these interactions, particularly
ones involving alcohol and relationships, to interrogate how exhibited Africans
manoeuvred in British and American society. Analysis of these interactions demonstrate
the ways this particular group controlled various aspects of their lives, from consuming
alcohol, to interacting with local people, and forming romantic relationships with local
white women. The study of the social lives of ethnographic performers is
underdeveloped.1 Focusing on social lives not only provides a more comprehensive
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understanding of their experiences on both the side of the Atlantic, it also complicates the
historical treatment of issues relating to colonial exhibitions.

Nineteenth Century Race Relations in a Historical Context
i)Race Relations in Britain
The men and women arrived in Britain during 1879 and 1880. As described in
the introduction to this project, their arrival occurred immediately after the Anglo-Zulu
War. There is a significant body of scholarship focusing on the black community in
Britain during the eighteenth century and a large body of work centring on the migrations
and lives of black migrants following the First and Second World Wars.2 There has been
less attention paid to the nineteenth century, despite the fact it was marked by significant
events involving individuals from Africa and of African descent. The early decades of
the century saw the gradual abolition of the slave trade and slavery in the British Empire.
Cities like London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Glasgow were all engaged in the transAtlantic network of trade and had sizable black populations throughout the eighteenth
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and nineteenth centuries. Later, during the so-called Scramble for Africa, the British
engaged in the construction of their colonial empire. Moreover, the nineteenth century
also saw the development of new scientific discourses of race. Despite these factors, race
relations between the black and white populations of Britain during the nineteenth
century remains relatively understudied.
By the late 1850s and 1860s, there was growing hostility towards black people in
Britain, influenced by emerging theories of race, especially as developed in the natural
and social sciences.3 Racial attitudes also hardened with the Morant Bay Rebellion in
Jamaica, in 1866, leading to fears of the insurrection of the black population of Britain.4
London had both a permanent and more itinerant black population, although it was a
small portion of the population.5 On one hand, some of this population may have been
seen as David Killingray suggests, as "initially exotic but perhaps were accepted later
simply as fellow servants or neighbours."6 On the other, "some may have suffered
constant abuse because of their colour."7 Norma Myers asserts that the oppression of
both black and white working class workers ensured that class solidarity through racially
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mixed communities was a likely support network used by blacks during this period.
Many black men married local white women, in part because of the gender imbalance in
the black community. It has been estimated that after 1780, about eighty percent of the
black people who came to Britain were men.9 These marriages occurred partly because
of the black communities' presence alongside other working class communities. While
there were certainly examples of racially motivated discrimination, Britain never enacted
legally sanctioned, racially based segregation legislation, unlike the United States.

ii)Race Relations in the United States
The performers arrived in the United States in 1880 and 1881. Their arrival in
New York City sparked publicity in several newspapers. Addressing events that will be
described in more detail later in the chapter, one article reflected popular perceptions of
blacks:
It would have startled the people of that day could they have seen the
company of Zulus that arrived here by steamer yesterday, and crossed
over to the North river on the ferry-boat in such scanty attire as made
the other passengers shiver. The geography of thirty years ago, knew
nothing about these savages or the country they inhabit. They appear to
be magnificent specimens of African manhood and womanhood. But if
the men get 'drunk and disorderly' as they did in London recently, it
may create a small riot here as it did there, and necessitate something
stronger than a club to crack their skulls. Their heads would make good
targets for police practice.
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Unlike in Britain, the black population in the United States was a sizable minority that
faced different challenges due to legally sanctioned segregation and racially motivated
discrimination and intolerance that were in many ways reinforced after the Civil War.
Indeed, it may be argued that everyday life for African Americans did not get any easier;
for many, the reality of daily violent threats meant it got worse. Either way, the abolition
of slavery by no means equated social equality for African Americans. In 1883, the
editorialist at the New York Globe argued that "although twenty years have elapsed since
emancipation, colored men in some states, north as well as south, are even now subjected
to the grossest indignities."11 With the end of slavery in the South, African Americans
hoped their social and economic status would improve, but many found that race relations
"were deteriorating, not improving." The failure of Reconstruction ensured that in many
parts of the country racially based segregationist legalisation limited the franchise,
mobility, and opportunities of African Americans. In some parts of the South, extreme
1 "\

violence directed against African Americans was a fact of everyday life.

Immediately

after the Civil War, violence against blacks reached staggering proportions, with the
"largest numbers of violent acts stemming from disputes arising from blacks efforts to
assert their freedom from control from their former masters."14 By 1870, the Klu Klux
Klan and other similar organizations "were deeply entrenched in nearly every Southern
state."15
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This violence took place during a period of religious, social, and political
mobilization of the black community. The withdrawal of black congregations from preexisting Southern Protestant churches and the creation of independent churches meant,
"the church was the first social institution fully controlled by black men in America."16
These independent churches provided African Americans with social, political, and
economic networks alongside educational opportunity. Moreover, local schools built,
17

financed, and ran by African Americans were established across the South.

Men and

women struggled to define themselves as free labourers and sought to take charge of their
economic lives.18 They also sought political reforms and agitated for political rights.19 It
has been noted "the foundations of a modern black community were laid" during the
Reconstruction era.20 Although faced with racially based violence and increasing levels
of discrimination, many African Americans were able to devise diverse and creative
strategies and tactics to deal with the challenges of everyday life.
A "Lost Zulu": Digandon's Story
In the summer of 1880, articles appeared in newspapers in several states reporting
about a "lost Zulu". One of the men, Digandon, was missing from Barnum's show.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the contemporary uproar about and prohibition of
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interracial marriages in most states, a Kentucky paper noted that "one of Barnum's Zulus
have run away from the show.. .show this to your wife, if she wishes to venture out on a
picnic."21 Apparently, Digandon, "escaped from the party in Detroit."22 The Detroit Free
Press reported "D.S. Thomas, press agent for Barnum's shows, reported last evening that
no trace had been gained of the missing Zulu who left the establishment in this city
Tuesday."23 There are two divergent accounts of Digandon's 'escape' from the show.
While they differ, analysis of each suggests more details about Digandon's life outside of
the exhibit.
The first account noted Digandon disappeared after his performances with the
circus. Apparently, he met a woman after the show and she asked him to take a ride in a
carriage, later switching to a steam car.24 In the morning, Digandon "was in a distant city;
but the women was gone and so was the $ 100 in silver he had in a cloth bag." Digandon
was allegedly in New York City. This newspaper account emphasizes that he had "no
idea of time or space" and "was in impenetrable darkness, so far as conversation could
aid him, and often his efforts to make himself understood resulted only in his being
ridiculed."26 He could only say "Zululand" and as a result was placed on a ship.27 After
being at sea for a few days, Digandon returned to New York, although it is not clear how
he managed his return, where he allegedly spent a night in jail for similarly unknown
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reasons. He eventually saw a poster of Barnum and sat underneath it, leading a local
police officer to suspect that he was the "missing Zulu."29
If Digandon was having difficulties being understood because of his limited
command of English, choosing to sit under this poster was a smart tactic. The circus was
aggressively advertised through lithographs, handbills, posters, and newspaper
advertisements. Most of these featured the image of Barnum. Digandon was bound to
have seen these materials while on tour with the circus and most likely recognized the
poster in New York City. After this, Digandon returned to the show. This story of his
disappearance was later used in publicity materials for the show. Most likely because of
the tensions surrounding interracial relationships in the Unites States at the time, his
encounter with the woman was emphasized for dramatic effect:
Digando, one of the Zulus, who seem swelled with such pompous
importance has a little bit of romance connected with his recent history.
On the night of the 25 th of May, after the performance was over at
Detroit, he got into trouble, with a "woman at the bottom of it". Zulu
must have been a bit zuloose [sic] in his conduct that night or he hardly
would have met with the following experience.30

The second account of Digandon's experience differs considerably from the first.
This account relates that Farini apparently sent D.S. Thomas, the press agent working for
Barnum, the following telegram on May 26th: "The big Zulu was left in Detroit last
night. See if you can find him and send him on immediately. He had considerable
money, but cannot speak English."31 Once more, this is another indication that
performers were able to save money while working. The disappearance was reported to
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the Detroit police. Local papers ran stories about Digandon's disappearance alleging,
"several clues were obtained all tending to show that the semi-civilized African had got
drunk and was being concealed until he should get sober." Digandon had supposedly
left the show dressed in Western style street-clothes and was seen drinking in a local
saloon by a policeman.33 Detective High, the police officer assigned to the case, visited
several "neighbourhoods in the city and around the suburbs where African citizens were
residents, but failed to find the missing curiosity."34 On May 28th, Thomas went to the
Cass Hotel to ask railroad workers if they had seen the performer. While inquiring, he
was stopped by Arthur Patten, a local African American man, who claimed he had "seen
the Zulu at a settlement of colored people about twelve miles back of Windsor, and added
that he was very drunk and seemingly content with his situation."35
Digandon had apparently crossed the border into southern Ontario, where there
were several black communities primarily settled by fugitive slaves and free blacks prior
to the Civil War. While many returned to the United States after the War, some remained
in these rural communities. Digandon was supposedly at the home of "William Macklie,
a colored man who lives about a mile north of Maidstone Cross."36 The Detroit Evening
News reported he was found "by Barnum's men, across the Canadian border at a 'negro
settlement'."37 Supposedly, "he was somewhat sobered," but was angered by the attempts
to persuade him to return to the show.38 Dingandon allegedly "roared and jabbered, and
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dodged about the house, smashing things."

He was apparently persuaded to return to

the show after speaking with Lizzie Dalzelle. Dalzelle, a white English woman and the
sister of another performer managed by Farini, apparently spoke some Zulu. This "ability
to converse with the 'big Zulu'" resulted in Digandon agreeing to return to the show.40
D.S. Thomas, Dalzelle, and Digandon then joined the rest of the show that had travelled
on to Chicago.
While they differ, both versions of Digandon's disappearance or 'escape' are
significant. The first version suggests that he interacted with a local white woman, a
subject that will receive more attention later in this chapter. As previously argued in the
first chapter, his experiences are another suggestion that ethnographic performance could
be lucrative, as both accounts emphasize he was able to save money. As evidenced by the
alleged theft of his money, however, the story also reveals the vulnerabilities he faced
while in the United States. Additionally, both versions contain themes concerning
interactions with the local black communities on both sides of the Michigan-Ontario
border. Detroit had a growing black population during the nineteenth century, but it was
relatively small, numbering six thousand before the First World War.41 In Ontario, as
previously mentioned, there were also small communities of blacks. The attention to
alcohol in both accounts is noteworthy. The consumption of alcohol by employees was
prohibited at Barnum's circus.42 The method of holdback pay was used to curtail
potential drunkenness, although drinking did occur. Digandon's willingness to drink
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despite such possible penalties suggests the possibility that he exerted a certain amount of
control of his social life outside of the performances, whether this was a conscious act of
rebellion or resistance against his conditions or a manifestation of his desire to drink and
socialize with locals.43 His act of leaving the show can also be read as a way for him to
take a break from the demands of living and working in a travelling circus.

"A Most Un-Aboriginal Propensity for Drinking Irish Whiskey and Kicking up Rows:"
Alcohol Consumption
For the men who performed in both Britain and the United States, it is clear that
socializing while consuming alcohol was an important aspect of their social lives.
Indeed, much of the documentary evidence about the men points to the fact that they
consumed alcohol quite often. While in London, for example, two men, Passman and
John Batika, were arrested for being drunk and disorderly. Additionally, Sam "got so
frequently drunk" his employment at the Aquarium was terminated.44 Charley and
Squash "had also absented themselves, and got drunk at Yarmouth, but they had come to
London and were wandering about somewhere."45 As discussed in the above section, in
the United States, Digandon disappearance from the show was rumoured to be as a result
of his drinking. These cases are indications of the ways they passed their time when not
performing. It also demonstrates the ways in which they interacted and subsequently
formed relationships with local people. Interestingly, the drinking of alcohol was an
important if not integral part of this process in both Britain and the Unites States. An
43
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analysis of their drinking habits suggests connections to Zulu cultural practices. Drinking
was an important part of Zulu social life. Despite British and American cultural practices
commonly making use of alcohol as method of socializing, the attempts to prohibit and
the reactions to drinking suggest European and American anxieties about African alcohol
consumption.
The arrests of Passman and John Batika suggest both men spent time travelling
through London, interacting with local people of British and other origin. In June of
1880, Passman was arrested for being drunk and disorderly and was additionally charged
with assault. Passman, accompanied by "some soldiers and women" went to the
Westminster Palace Hotel. These companions make it clear that Passman was able to
interact with others and succeeding in forming relationships during his time of leisure.
The mention of female companions also hints at the possibility that Passman was able to
establish interracial sexual relationships.47
At the hotel, Passman was refused service, possibly based solely on his 'race' or
because of the possibly inter-racial dynamic of his surroundings. At his hearing, through
Nat Behrens, an associate of Farini's, Passman testified that he had "been beaten about
the head by somebody" at the Hotel, conceivable due to racially motivated abuse.48 The
newspaper account mentions that Passman resisted arrest when the police attempted to
eject him from the Hotel, which could have been an expression of frustration on his part
due to the racial abuse he suffered. As Behrens posted bail and promised that Passman
would return to Natal as soon as could be arranged, the magistrate discharged him.
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A similar example involved John Batika who was arrested "for fighting [drunk]
with several men on Tower Hill" in May of 1880.49 For this crime, Batika was sentenced
to three days imprisonment. Tower Hill is located in London's East End. By the 1880s,
this area already epitomized London's "urban social ills."50 It was also the home of many
different immigrant groups, including Africans and those of African descent. Indeed,
most of the black community in London could be found in the East End. There is some
evidence to suggest the existence of alehouses and pubs in this region with a
predominately black clientele.51 John's presence in the East End may hint at his wish to
associate with other individuals of African descent. His story would not end as happily
as Passman's, however. He would be sentenced to fourteen days imprisonment with hard
labour for "violently assaulting" two men while in jail for his previous crime.52 It was
later said that he had allegedly been sent to "a lunatic asylum, he having become
perfectly mad."53
Finally, two of the performers were arrested in New York in May of 1883 for
being drunk and "dancing about Grand street."54 The arresting police officer apparently
thought "they were ordinary persons from Thompson street" and mistook them for local
African Americans.55 After a night in jail, the judge at their Jefferson Market Court
hearing recognized them from their show. He admonished them, warning "it's bad for
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Zulus to get drunk" and "when they get back to Zululand they may do as the Zulus do."
But, he did not punish the men: they returned to the show. Their arrest was based on the
fact they were judged to be local African American men and the judge's ruling depended
on the fact that the men were African rather than African American. This case indicates
the complicated nature of racial discourses in the United States.
The men's alcohol consumption also indicates the retention of cultural practices
from South Africa. In a way, this retention may have been a way to affirm a connection
to South Africa. Drinking beer was a significant and meaningful practice in Zulu culture,
similar to many other African societies. Made from sorghum, locally brewed beer was a
staple of Zulu diets but it also played an important social role in entertaining, settling
disputes, and celebrating social occasions.57 But as in other regions in Africa, British
colonists made little effort to understand the social significance of drinking in Zulu
culture. The view that individuals from regions in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and the
Pacific Islands could not "hold their liquor" entered British thought early in the period of
colonial expansion.58 African drinking of 'European' liquor generated much debate in
late nineteenth century Britain.59 This concern with the drinking habits of Africans points
to fears of rebellion and insurrection, "which the colonizers associated with irrationality
and which reinforced their conviction that access to alcohol was a prerogative of
dominion."60 This is suggested by the legislation passed in 1863 in Natal, that decreed,
"no person shall.. .sell, barter, or otherwise supply, to any native, any brandy, gin, rum, or
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any other spirituous liquors, nor any wine, nor any ale, beer, porter, nor any other
fermented liquor of an intoxicating nature".61 Although there were some that believed
the sale of alcohol to indigenous Africans would be good for the colonial economy, many
saw the sale of alcohol as dangerous to the colonial project, leading to the encouragement
of the "weak character" of Africans, "who were unable to cope with alcohol and were
prone to theft and idleness." However, the passage of laws prohibiting the sale of
alcohol illustrates the perceived dangers associated with African consumption of alcohol.
This evidence also exposes that each of these men was violating a special clause
in their contract that was designed to limit their mobility. A section of their contract
stipulated the performers would "never.. .go out in the street without the permission of
the said Farini or those in whose charge they might be, inasmuch as that would be
detrimental to their being exhibited." This clause appears to have been inserted into the
contract, as it was believed it "would not be prudent to let them run loose."64 Moreover,
there was an effort to ensure that the men were "under proper control" when they were
not performing.

In small part, this clause may have been inserted in order to retain the

popularity of the show. But, the emphasis on controlling the men appears to be linked to
anxieties regarding their alcohol consumption and their presence in the spaces where this
could occur, and indicates how the British perceived the dangers of Africans' drinking, as
explored above. An analysis over concerns about where the men would be lodged
indicates these anxieties.
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In December of 1879, after leaving the lodging provided for them by Farini, a
group of performers were alleged to have stayed at the Regent Arms, a "public house
with a music-hall attached."66 Chesson, the secretary of the lobby group the Aborigines
Protection Society, expressed his anxiety about this. As he saw it, in this space, the men
would be "exposed to all sorts of temptations."67 The magistrate expressed his hope that
the men had not been exposed to "baneful influences."68 The paternalistic attitudes of
Chesson and the magistrate suggest widely held beliefs about the dangers of public
houses, where the assembly of working people could foster revolutionary activity and
subversion against traditional authority and the ruling Government.69 By this time,
individuals from the working or lower classes mainly frequented public houses. In the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, views relating to the drinking habits of the lower
class was frequently linked to "antipathy for working class interests and fears of
revolution."70 What is more, pubs were condemned as "dens of commercial vice and
intemperance."71 Music halls were also socially disputed institutions.72 Members of the
upper classes often regarded alcohol, bodily contact, and music as "a highly explosive
mixture, which only served to undermine the allegedly loose morals of working people
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even further".

Accordingly, the proprietor of the Regent Arms vehemently denied his

house was associated with a music hall and insisted since the men had been in his pub,
"they had nothing but lemonade and ginger-beer, and had not tasted spirits or beer."74
Possibly as a result of these controversies, the group of performers that arrived in
London in April of 1880 were not lodged in a public house, but rather, in a coffeehouse.
Coffeehouses exploded in popularity in Britain the seventeenth century. Seen by the
authorities as dangerous places, where revolt and radicalism could flourish, coffeehouses
became the centre of London social, political, and economic life. However, by the
Victorian era, the temperance movement began to establish coffeehouses that were
designed for the working class and intended to be an alternative to the public house,
music halls, and gin palaces.

They offered cheap food and accommodation but served

soft drinks rather than alcohol. No doubt this group was lodged at a coffee house to
avoid any further scandal. Whether their actions and decision to consume alcohol were
intended to be rebellious, by travelling through the cities of Britain and the United States
and consuming alcohol, the men were subverting the special clause in their contract
designed to control them. Despite the limitations presented by their position in both
British and American society, they were able to act in surprising ways.
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Interracial Relationships
While living and working in Britain and the United States, the men may have
formed relationships with white women. As suggested by Dingandon's experience with
the women who allegedly stole his money, some of these encounters may have resulted in
brief interactions. This is also hinted at in a British divorce case in December of 1879 that
was brought against Ann Turnbull. Her husband alleged she "had been living a dissolute
life, and had been guilty of infidelity with several Africans, who were exhibited at Leith
for some time as Zulus." In an article about marriages of circus performers, a sword
swallower with Barnum and Baileys circus show recollected, "half a dozen of the Cape
Town niggers that Firini [sic] took to London and called Zulus are now married to
English women".77 Furthermore, the press paid much attention to the sexual lives of the
performers. A visit paid by the first group of performers to the London zoo was widely
reported for an "amusing incident that took place."78 Evidently "a good-looking young
lady at the refreshment department brought the chief some iced water... the chief,
Dingandau, immediately wanted to buy her, and with seriousness asked how many cows
70

her father would take for her!"

The Birmingham Daily Post reported that some of the

performers would survey the female members of the audience. One performer believed
"one he thought worth only one cow, but for another lady he would give three."80 Papers
also reported about a young Scottish woman who came to the shows in London "to marry
a Zulu" and "accompanied by one of the eldest and in-favoured of these dusky strangers,
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she presented herself to the manager of the Aquarium and requested him to aid her in her
object."81 The manager attempted to convince the woman that "she would only be one of
the many wives when her contemplated husband returned to Zululand."82 When this did
not dissuade her, the manager told her that she could not marry without her parents
consent and she left. While the press could have been presenting this information in order
to titillate their audiences, it is reasonable to speculate that some men were able to form
relationships, whether lasting or fleeting.
It is also realistic to suspect the efforts to control the Zulus, discussed in reference
to controlling their ability to drink, were also motivated by a desire to stop relationships
from forming between African men and British women. This would match efforts made
in colonial Natal. During the 1860s and 1870s, white settlers in the Natal Colony were
"gripped by the fear that female settlers were in imminent danger of being raped by
African men."83 This fear, speaking to deeper anxieties about African economic
competition, the influx of black migrant labourers into the colony, the proliferation of
firearms and the autonomy of African communities, inspired the passage of a series of
increasingly draconian racially based vagrancy laws.84 Legislation of this nature
culminated in Law 15 of 1869. Law 15 allowed for the conviction of" 'every coloured
person' in town found 'wandering abroad after and before such hour as such [borough]
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Corporation may fix, and not giving a good account of himself." Natal did not pass
legislation forbidding interracial relationships until Natal's Criminal Law Amendment
Act of 1903, which stated "illicit sexual intercourse between white women and any
coloured person as defined by the Law 15, 1869 shall be unlawful."86 Being in Britain
allowed them to behave in ways that while not yet legally prohibited in Natal, were
certainly socially taboo.

"An Extraordinary Marriage": Charley and Anita
As outlined above, the possibility that the men had encounters and relationships
with women while not performing seems likely. It also appears that some were able to
form lasting and significant unions. Charley, who worked at Bunnell's Museum in New
York City, married an eighteen-year-old Italian immigrant named Anita Corsini in
1881.87 It seems as though the two met when Anita came to see Charley perform and "it
was evidently love at first sight...her visits from that time were frequent, and as the weeks
rolled by the Zulu began to manifest an affection for her."88 Determined to marry, they
were halted in their attempts to elope by Anna's father. Not pleased with "the prospect of
a marriage between his daughter and a negro", he allegedly had the couple arrested.89
However, as New York was one of the few states that never enacted legislation
restricting interracial sex or marriage, it is unlikely that Mr. Corsini could have the couple
arrested for what would have been a crime in most other states. Furthermore, New York
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City census records indicate that interracial marriages occurred frequently, most
commonly black men marrying white women, frequently new immigrants.90 These
unions were often the source of controversy and the many of the men were targets
violence.91 But, as Jane E. Dabel suggests, as interracial relationships became more
commonplace in the North, particularly in the second half of the nineteenth century, these
couples may have been generally tolerated.92 This may have been because interracial
marriages between black men and immigrant women "met the criteria that reflected
nineteenth century ideas about race, class, and gender."93 First, the women may not have
always been considered white, so some relationships may not have been seen as
interracial. These marriages also often occurred between individuals of similar class
backgrounds and between people who lived in the same or similar working class
neighbourhoods, so there was no crossing of class boundaries. Finally, Dabel points out
that immigrant women were not always held up to the same standards as middle or upper
class women, so these liaisons did not threaten ideals of proper female behaviour.

As

Martha Hodes argues "poverty could intervene to cloud the supposed or ideal
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immaculacy of white womanhood."96 However, although lower class women had less to
lose with interracial marriage than one from the middle or upper classes, they could still
face hostility and rejection from their communities.
Although her father wanted Anita to be sent to Blackwell's Island, a local mental
institution, Anita "promised to obey him and leave the Zulu", whereupon her father
no

relented and took her home.

In spite of such efforts, Charley and Anita were successful

in their next attempt and were married in Brooklyn at the Home of Reverend R.O. Page
on August 25th. Purportedly, the newly married couple then went back to Bunnell's where
Charley performed that night with Anita in the audience.99 Anita claimed she and Charley
had reconciled with her father, who now supported the match.100 News of this uncommon
marriage was reported across the country.

Marriages were common phenomena in the

circus and dime museum circuit with managers often staging relationships and marriages
between circus and sideshow performers as a publicity stunt.102 The marriage of Charley
and Anita may have been intended to attract attention to the shows at Bunnell's.
However, there is evidence to suggest that the relationship was committed and
supportive.103 In their work on cultural perceptions of Zulus in nineteenth and twentieth
century United States, Robert Edgar and Robert Trent Vinson argue the two travelled the
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South in their own sideshow.104 If this is the case, it point towards the levels of
commitment in their union. In September of 1881, "the Zulu Prince in Bunnell's
Museum, who married a good-looking white women some time ago" and who "more
recently gained notoriety by stabbing a boy in the eye with a spear head" was arraigned
for the alleged incident.105 The justice decided there was insufficient evidence to hold
him. Anita accompanied her husband to this court appearance and provided support.
However, perhaps the strains of life on the road or hostility about the marriage
undermined their relationship. Evidently, Charley's contract expired sometime in
January of 1882 and he accepted an offer to appear in a show in Pittsburgh.106 Anita,
Charley and another Zulu performer, Usikali went to the railroad station. At the station,
Anita left Charley. An article in the Washington Post related:
Mkano and Vskali gave Mrs. Mkano $50, and sent her in a carriage with their trunks to
purchase tickets and berths and check the baggage. She was to await their coming at the
depot. They found the depot, they found their trunks but they did not find Mrs. Mkano or
her trunk or the $50. She had left this message with the baggage-master: 'If any coloured
gentlemen call tell them I have gone'.107
Charley came back to the Museum where several days later Anita reportedly returned.
On this occasion, it was reported that Charley claimed "she begged his forgiveness,
saying she left him as because she did not want to go to Pittsburgh, as she feared she
would catch small-pox there."108 Charley later claimed they reconciled.109 Whether nor
not the couple did eventually reconcile, their marriage is perhaps the strongest example of
the ways exhibited Africans could form significant and meaningful relationships.
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The Double Burden of Race and Gender
There were at least two female members of the troupe, Amazulu and Unamadloza.
Unamadloza had a baby, who was also featured in their act. They both arrived in London
in the winter in 1880, along with another woman, named Unolala.110 One article detailing
their arrival referenced the efforts by the men to negotiate their labour and noted:
Mr. Farini is rapidly collecting a complete happy family from Zululand. The latest
addition to already considerable stock of contented, discontented, genuine, friendly and
unfriendly Zulus is a select party of three ladies, one of them reputed to be the veritable
daughter of Ketchwayo himself, the others, his daughters in name only according to the
traditions of the tribe, by virtue of which every girl who is not the wife of the King
becomes his daughter.l ] [

While it could have been possible for one of the women to have a familial connection to
the Zulu royal family, it seems more likely this claim was made in order to create
publicity and attract attendance to the performances. Amazulu and Unamadloza arrived in
New York City in March of 1881 and Amazulu was billed as the 'Zulu Princess', again
most likely in order to draw attention to the shows.112 Outside of publicity, reviews, and
advertisements for the shows, there is little evidence detailing aspects of the women's life
when not performing. The evidence that does exist about them often details issues of
domesticity and family life, reflecting contemporary expectations of gender roles.
Unlike the Zulu men, the exhibited women had fewer opportunities for interacting
in the public sphere. As a result, the sources available offer much less insight into their
lives outside of the exhibit and exploring stories involving their lives outside of the
exhibit has been difficult due to this lack in documentary evidence, especially in
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comparison to the male members of the troupe. While the men faced limitations due to
their position in British and American society, the women may have faced limitations due
to both their race and their gender, especially in the United States. While recent work has
illuminated issues of mobility, leisure and work, the roles played by African American
women in the formation of social networks and the establishment of churches and reform
societies, women of colour did face a double burden due to their race and their gender in
late nineteenth century United States.113
Emancipation brought "developments that strengthened the patriarchy within the
black family and consigned men and women to separate spheres."114 Furthermore, a
discourse of respectability was rapidly becoming central to the strategies for earning
better treatment from whites. This included an adherence to "white middle class gender
ideals" which led black male leaders to expect "women to devote their lives to their
families and to defer to their fathers and husbands."115 Certainly, many black women did
not accept the intensifying patriarchy and many challenged this, for examples bringing
disputes with men to public authorities.116 Moreover, it is important to note the "tension
between prescriptive literature and black women's actual behaviour" during this
period.117
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But, this discourse also influenced ideas about how African American women
should spend their time when not working. Black male leaders "had especially strict
expectations of what African American women should do in their spare time."118 The
small black middle class urged women to avoid taverns and saloons, with papers urging
African American women to dispense "with those idle pleasures and frivolous
amusements which benefit neither mind nor body, but tend to enervate and destroy
both."119 The leisure activities of African American women often followed gender lines,
"with black men engaging more in gaming and saloon life while black women frequented
dance halls, theatres, stores for clothing and other goods, and restaurants."120Black
women did go to taverns and saloons and socialized there. However, this gendered
division in leisure activities may help explain the lack of sources focused on the women.
Perhaps they had limited opportunities to be in the public sphere, and especially to travel
to saloons, pubs, and taverns, unlike the men.
Possibly reflecting this emphasis on traditional roles, many sources containing
details about the women focus on Unamadloza and her child. Additionally, another one
of the few stories focusing on the lives of the women details the birth of child. While in
the city of Rome in New York, a female performer gave birth. The mother of the newly
born infant is never named, so it cannot be said with certainty whether it was Amazulu or
Unamadloza. The route book for the circus season noted: "Arrival into the world of the
first American Zulu born into captivity, to use a Jumboian expression. Signor Farini was
delighted, as there is a chance now of one of his many apprentices becoming President of
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this great republic."

The Washington Post claimed the child was reportedly named

Francis Joseph, as "the mother is a devout member of the Roman Catholic church."122
The mother left Rome for Syracuse with the rest of the show and "by advice of the
physician she left the child behind."123 The article related the mother "felt very badly at
leaving the baby, and was a pitiable looking object crying and taking on at the depot" but
it was "deemed best that the child remain here in good hands for a few weeks until it
should be in better condition."124 The materials reviewed for this project did not indicate
if and when the woman was reunited with her child.
The lack of sources makes it difficult to know more about the lives of the women
outside of the exhibit. This is perhaps both a reflection of the ways gendered perceptions
of female behaviour and leisure activities can impact both the stories about them in
contemporary accounts as well as an indication into the lack of opportunity to be in the
same public spaces as the men. What the sources do make clear is that exhibited women
faced challenges that were very different from the ones encountered by men. For
example, the literature focused Sarah Baartman makes suggestions concerning the ways
exhibited African women were sexualized and exploited. The relative silence of the
sources about the women, especially considered in comparison to the rich amount of
material about the men, provides another indication of the unique challenges faced by
women. They also had experiences outside of the exhibit, as indicated by the apparent
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relationship and pregnancy of the women explored above. But these experiences may
have been circumscribed by their gender.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored the lives of the men and women outside of the exhibit.
It focused on particular interactions, particularly ones involving alcohol and relationships,
to interrogate how exhibited Africans manoeuvred in British and American society.
While there are divergent reports about the details concerning Digandon briefly leaving
his employment in P.T. Barnum's circus, the case suggests he was able to have an
interaction with a woman, and spend time in local communities. It also may suggest that
he consumed alcohol, while prohibited. Alcohol consumption was a significant
component of the men's social lives revealing possible connections to Zulu cultural
practices, the ways the men chose to socialize and meet local people, and European
anxieties about African alcohol consumption. Additionally, by travelling through the
cities and towns of both Britain and the United States in order to consume alcohol, the
men were violating a special clause in their contract designed to limit their mobility. This
chapter has also suggested the men were able to form fleeting and lasting interracial
relationships. Finally, it explored the lack of sources detailing the lives of the women
outside of the exhibit, by pointing to the existing discourse about the gender roles of
black women. Through the analysis of the evidence, this chapter has demonstrated the
ways in which this particular group controlled various aspects of their life outside of their
exhibition and performance.
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Conclusion
Between 1891 and 1893, the South African Zulu Choir, a group of fifteen men
and women, toured the United States and Britain. While the tour appeared to have been
deemed dismal failure in terms of the audiences it attracted, at least one article contrasted
it with the performances of the Zulus studied in this project.1 It observed:
It is now some twelve years ago that any representatives of this
interesting race visited our shores in the capacity of guests willing to
furnish forth entertainment. That 'a good many things have happened
since then,' to quote a saying of Mr. Disraeli, was apparent to the minds
of those who saw our African visitors on Saturday and contrasted them
with the aborigines whom Mr. Farini induced to come here about 1880.
Then the effects of civilization were only in the earliest stage of
development, and the material somewhat unpromising to work upon.
But now, under the influence of the missionaries, unaided by the
adjuncts of the rifle and the bayonet, the remarkable capabilities of the
South African have been brought to light. The first troupe that came
over here did little else than exhibit their particular mode of warfare,
which it must be confessed is enough to disconcert the mind and upset
the balance of the most stolid soldier that ever donned the Queen's
uniform.2

While the language used in the piece was no doubt influenced by the discourse of the
civilizing mission, this article also reveals how long lasting British perceptions of Zulus
spanned nearly a century. As this thesis has demonstrated, however, the Zulu troupe did
far much more than "little else than exhibit their particular mode of warfare."3 Yet, given
the British and American conceptions of Zulus, Africans, and race, it is not surprising the
contemporary reports about the Zulus use such language or describe them in such a way.
What is more surprising is the relative lack of attention contemporary scholars give to the
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experiences of African ethnographic performers, despite the fact that the contemporary
press and the public were particularly interested in the performer's lives.
This thesis has attempted to redress this gap in order to provide a more extensive
and thorough narrative of the experiences and lives of the performers during their tours in
Britain and the United States. It has provided a more multifaceted, balanced, and
comprehensive narrative of the African experience of performing in exhibitions than
typically offered in the existing literature by 'going beyond the exhibit', so to speak. It
did so by keeping the African's experiences at the forefront of the narrative by focusing
on the performers' actions, responses, reactions, and interactions during their everyday
lives.
By doing so, this thesis challenged the historical assumption about African
performers in several ways. The experiences of the Zulu performers, as well as other
exhibited Africans, demonstrate that they challenged various elements of their contracts,
performances, depictions, working conditions, and treatment. They protested their
contracts and working conditions with legal and more informal methods. Moreover, they
took advantage of their performances to pursue other entrepreneurial activities. Some also
took the opportunity of being in Britain and the United States to seek other forms of
employment. This behaviour was by no means limited to the individuals in the Zulu
troupes as many other exhibited Africans followed similar paths. Furthermore, there are
several examples of individuals shaping the nature of their exhibition or resisting
elements of it outright. The incidents of Africans establishing, recruiting members of,
and managing their own troupes needs to be explored in more detail as these examples
also challenge the typical scholarly treatment of exhibitions.
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However, this group also had a rich and diverse range of experiences that were
not related to their labour or exhibition. These experiences speak to the ways the Zulu
performers were able to manoeuvre through British and American society, despite
limitations that may have been posed due to their race. Numerous examples demonstrate
that they interacted with local people. Dingandon's experience, for example,
demonstrates that he spent time in both African American and African Canadian
communities. Alcohol consumption was a large part of their social lives, which can be
explained by acknowledging Zulu cultural practices. Much like back home, drinking
alcohol was one important way they chose to spend their time of leisure. Moreover, by
connecting European anxieties about African alcohol consumption to the Zulus own
consumption of alcohol, this thesis argues that the Zulu performer's successfully
expressed their agency. By interacting with local people and consuming alcohol, the men
defied a part of their contract that was intended to limit their mobility. Zulu agency was
also demonstrated through their relationships with local women. This thesis made
particular use of the marriage of Charley and Anita to demonstrate this point.
Finally, this thesis explained why stories relating to the experiences of the female
performers are lacking from the documentary evidence. It did so by pointing to various
ways gendered perceptions of female behaviour and leisure activities can impact the way
the story was told. The lack of stories about the female performers in contemporary
sources is an indication into the lack of opportunity to be in the same public spaces as the
male performers.
The stories of Zulu performers are harder to trace after 1884. As noted in the
second chapter, Zulu shows, and acts featuring Africans became increasingly common
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throughout the 1880s and 1890s. A number of the men travelled to Germany and
performed there. The case of Passman demonstrates how some performers returned to
South Africa after their contract was completed. Some of the performers remained in the
United States and took advantage of the opportunities to keep performing. This is
indicated in a magazine article about circus and dime museum performers that reported
"Oscar and Charley, two of the Zulus brought over by Barnum, are still earning their
living in museums, and their wild, ferocious demonstrations still inspire respect, although
in their boarding houses their society is highly esteemed."5 Additionally, Oscar and
Charley returned to Britain when they were part of Barnum's 'Greatest Show on Earth'
when it came to London in 1889. Zulu shows remained popular well into the twentieth
century, and some may have taken advantage of the opportunities presented by such
shows to find employment. They may have sought other entrepreneurial avenues.
However, like countless other individuals from this era who did not leave primary
documents in the form of diaries for example, stories concerning them fade away. But for
the brief few years encompassed in this thesis, this group of men and women made their
mark through their attempts to control their lives both inside and outside of the
exhibition.

"A Zulu in Trouble," Trewman 's Flying Exeter or Plymouth and Cornish Advertiser, September 23, 1885.
"Freaks of Nature," The Illustrated American Volume 4, November 8, 1890, 363. It seems likely these
two performers are Charley and Uskai.
5
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Epilogue
At the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis, a group of forty to fifty
South Africans were featured in a Boer War exhibit.1 Echoing the publicity surrounding
the shows examined in this project, emphasis was placed on the groups "ferocious and
haughty" nature. Led by "Chief Umkali", the group were referred to in the press and in
materials from the Exposition organizers as 'Kaffirs'. However, the men and women
came from at least five different ethno-linguistic groups: Zulus, Swahilis, Basutos,
Matabeles, and Khoisan.2 In the press coverage about this troupe, much of the attention
was focused on the Zulu members.3 These men and women did not act in battle reenactments unlike the two hundred Afrikaners and one hundred and fifty British troops
who were also performing in St. Louis. Instead, they performed war dances, re-enacted
daily activities, and competed in athletic events. They were also expected to perform
manual labour and take care of livestock. Their working conditions were likely less than
ideal. After their arrival in the city, the St. Louis Post Dispatch claimed, "their clothing is
not suitable for this climate and they suffered severely."4
This exhibit was the only concession where the local press commented on the
presence of visiting African Americans, and as Don D. Fowler and Nancy Parezo write in
their account of the Fair, it was "noteworthy because the press generally ignored nonmiddle class, non-white visitors."5 Some members of the local African American
community would soon become very involved with the show. On May 7th, it was

1

Don D. Fowler and Nancy J. Parezo, Anthropology Goes to the Fair: The 1904 Louisiana Purchase
Expedition (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2007), 257.
2
Ibid., 258.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid., 257.
5
Ibid., 259.
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reported that some of the performers "made long and loud protest against the onerousness
[sic] of the 'black man's burden' and in a body attempted to desert."6 Apparently, they
did not wish to perform jobs outside of their expected duties. Ordered to police the
grounds, "they swore by all their native gods that they would not do police duty, but they
would leave the camp, shake the dust of St. Louis from their bare heels and hie them to
the Dark Continent before they would submit."7
A man called 'Kaffir Tom' by the press convinced some of the performers to stop
working. Frank Fillis, the manager of the act, attempted to convince them to stay. His
entreaties fell on deaf ears. Rather, the men "assured him they would rather leave than
o

work." As a result, Fillis ordered the men performing as British and Boer soldiers to stop
them. These soldiers apparently did nothing at first. It was reported that as 'Kaffir Tom'
shouted at the performers to fight for their freedom, "the half-clad blacks rushed to a
lumber pile and seized sticks, which they brandished like their native war spears, at the
same time hurling words of defiance at the British and Boers."9 But this attempt was
unsuccessful as the soldiers "charged the blacks, disarmed them, hustled them about, and
after a sound drubbing, sent them back to the camp."10
The group would soon attempt to leave their employment again. This time their
efforts would prove successful. A few weeks later, an African-American woman named
Mrs. Willetha Smith led a contingent of local African Americans to the exhibit to
"liberate fifteen African performers."11 Fillis asked police reinforcements to force the
6

"Fuzzy-Wuzzies Mutiny at Order To Go To Work" The St. Louis Republic, May 7, 1904.
Ibid.
8
Ibid.
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
11
Parezo and Fowler, Anthropology Goes to the Fair, 258.
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Africans to stay and again, British and Boer 'soldiers' caned the performers. This time,
they also abused local citizens, including Mrs. Smith, who was injured. A Louisiana
Purchase Expedition Company police sergeant stopped the soldiers and told Fillis and his
staff they could not use physical force.12
Newspaper reports claimed the Africans wished to leave the show because they
1 "K

had not been paid the four dollars a week they had been promised.

The police sergeant

ruled "that any man was free to leave a job and that Fillis could not stop him."14 After
this exodus from the show, it was reported the "twenty Kaffirs" may "have found hiding
places in the city."15 Officials from the Immigration Department were eager to find the
men as they were admitted to the United States with the understanding they would be
"deported at the close of the World's Fair" and "returned to Africa within three months
after the closing of the Exposition."16 Apparently, the other men and women who did not
leave the exhibit applied to the Immigration Bureau "for permanent residence in this
country.. .they claim that this is due to the influence of negroes in St. Louis, who have
persuaded the Africans that their pay in their own country is meagre in comparison to
what they can get here."17 It appears as though some of men never returned to South
Africa. The fifteen men left and entered the local work force, and apparently became coal
1 R

heavers for the Donk Brothers Coal Company.

Moreover, another twenty performers

evidently also left the exhibit and "melded into the St. Louis community."19
12

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Ibid.
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"Looking for Missing Kaffirs," The St. Louis Republic, November 30, 1904.
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Ibid.
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"Say Missing Kaffirs Have Been Located," The St. Louis Republic, December 1.
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While this story does not concern the Zulus studied in the body of this work, it
echoes many of the themes addressed. Similarly to the Zulus studied in this thesis, for
example, this group left their employment for several important reasons. They left due to
their unhappiness about the payment they received; they also left because of the nature of
their employment. In another way that echoes the experiences of the Zulus studied in this
thesis, the performers in St. Louis were also able to take advantage of the local African
American community after they left the show to find employment; they also did so to
avoid detection by Exposition and Immigration Bureau officials. Finally, it is important
to mention that the African American community also offered them companionship and
social networks, which was an essential part of the Africans' lives as foreign performers.
Taken alongside the evidence presented in the body of this thesis, the stories of the
African performers in St. Louis suggest that there are many more to be recounted.
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Appendix One - Playbill

Royal Aquarium
Farini's Friendly

Zulus
Who were originally brought over by Mr. N. Behrens
FROM SOUTH AFRICA for MR. G. A. FARINI
OF THE ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER
THE TIMES (speaking of Farini's Zulus) says - "The songs and dances are difficult to
distinguish the expression of love from the gesture of martial defiance. Nevertheless as a
picture of manners nothing can be more complete; and not the least remarkable part of
the exhibition is the perfect training of the wild artists. They seem utterly to lose all
sense of their present position; if English actors could be found so completely to lose
themselves in the characters they assumed, histrionic art would be in a state, truly
magnificent."

ZULUS !

THEIR WAR DANCES

THEIR MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES
THEIR KNOB KERRY FIGHT!
THEIR GRIEF!
THEIR JOY!
AS THEY ARE AT HOME!
AS THEY ARE IN WARFARE!

PRINCESS AMAZULU and her Two Female Attendants.
Special Performances...

2.30

5.30

9.30

ADMISSION, ONE SHILLING
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Appendix 2 - Transcription of Marriage Certificate (sourced from New York City
Department of Records and Information Services)
All the following blanks are required to be filled
OF THE GROOM:
Name, Charles Devson
Residence, 245 Washington St.
Age, 21 yrs
No. of Marriages, 1st
Occupation, Stage Actor
Place of Birth, Zululand, Africa
Father's Name, William Devson
Mother's Name,
OF THE BRIDE:
Name, Anita Corsini
Maiden Name, if Widow,
Residence, 117 West 11th St.
Age, 18 yrs
No. of Marriages, 1st
Place of Birth, Florence Italy
Father's Name, Thomas Corsini
Mother's Name,
We, the Groom and Bride named in the above certificate, hereby certify that the
information given is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.

Signed Charles Devson
Groom
Signed Anita Corsini
Bride
CERTIFICATE OF MARRIAGE, BROOKLYN
I hereby Certify, that Charles Devson and Anita Corsini were joined in marriage by men,
in accordance with the Laws of the State of New York, in the city of Brooklyn, this
twenty eighth day of August 1881.
Attest: R.O. Page
Official Station, Episcopal Clergyman
Residence, 318 Union St.
Witnesses:
Uzkai Uoute Clazi
Charles Richards

